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vrv Visits the NAMM Show 2003 
In i:.ue January 2003, we visited the 

famed NAMM show in Anaheim, 
CA. There were dozens of tube amp 
guitar companies, distributors and 
even tube manufacturers including 
JJ of Slovakia. 

We met with many of our vendors 
and customers face-ta-face and had a 
great rime. See our wehsite under 

Hot News" for color photos of the 
likes of Mike Manhcws, Noreen 
Cravener, Ralph Trimarchi, erc. 

In addition, we were treated ro a 
grand tour of Aspen Pittman's 
Groove Tubes operation in San 
Fernando. I-le is now in production 
making the reissue GE 6LGGC out
pur tube. They are planning a fat 
bottle EL34 and a 6VGGT as well. 
We are planning an extensive s[Qry 
on Groove Tubes and their bourique 
power mbe manufacmring in VTV 
#20. Stay mned!!! 

Vacuum Tube Valley· is published quarterly 
lor electronic enthusiasts interested in the color· 
ful post, present ond future of vacuum tube 
electronics. 

Sub$Criplions: US$45/4 inue� 3rd Ckm·$55 
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New Tubes from Sophia Electric 

Sophia Electric has recently inrro� 
duced three new tubes aimed squarely 
at vacuum tube audio enthusiasts. 
Encased in a retro globe-shaped bor
de, the 300B and 2A3 are idemical in 
construction, and only the designa
tion of the filament voltage on the 
base reveals the difference. The 274B 
is also a globe botde', but has conven
tional solid plares for its dual diodes. 

These mbes are the finishing touch 
to that retro looking amp project. The 
globe bortle conjures up the pioneer 
days of audio, and the glow of the fil
aments through the mesh plates is 
very cool. They look great! 

I placed a pair of the 300Bs in my 
SE amp and they proved to be very 
musical. They possess a wonderful 
open and sweet treble that is the best 
I've heard in my living room. With 
these tubes in place, cymbal strikes 
were clear, real and decayed exquis
itely. Midrange response was firm and 
detailed. Bass response was solid, but 
the Sophia's didn T dig as deep as some 
other 300B tubes I've listened to. 
Seill, the Sophias arc detailed, reveal
ing and warm, and while not as 
punchy and dynamic as the Sovtek or 
JJ 300Bs. are a delight to listen to. 

Phone: 703-204-1429 or 571-277-
8823 www.sophiaelectric.com 
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Riccardo KIon Dies at G8 
As founder and owner of KR 

Audio, Riccardo believed in cube 
[echnology and in its development as 
the future of sound reproduction in 
audio. His designs and projects are 
the basis for the technological legacy 
he left at KR Audio Electronics in 
Prague, Czech Republic. 

Kron designed a low COSt television 
known as the "engineering miracle" in 
dle 1960s. He is most remembered 
for his award winning design of the 
Kronzilla tube, the KR T-1610. the 
largest audio tube in production, and 
for the "Best Sound of the Show" 
prize awarded [Q him for the 
Kronzilla double monoblock amplifi
er at the Frankfurt High End Hi-Fi 
Fair in May 2002. 

Bay Area Tube Fest June I, 2003 
The second annual Bay Area Tube 

Festival is being held at the Randall 
Museum in San Francisco on June I 
from 9AM to 6PM. 

The all-day event will include pre
sentations by: John Arwood, who will 
discuss audio spectrum analyzers; Alan 
Kimmcl, who will present his choke 
mu stage amplifier; Gary Pimm, who 
will review AC current circuit analysis; 
Lynn Olson. who will discuss amp
speaker interface; and Jack Elliano, 
who will cover his SE and PP amp 
designs. 

Vendor tables for tubes, pans and 
equipment wil! be available at the 
event. Beverages and sandwiches will 
be served on-site. 

Admission is $15, payable aT the 
door. For more information, contact 
Chris Betcher 3[ 4 15-554-9601. 
Check the vrv websitc for more info. 
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6 5 50/KT8 8 
Power Kings 
Part 11 
By Eric Barbour °2002 All Rights Reserved 

1. lntro 

The concept that a ,rower tube wc U� today was made 
"without compromise amuses me to no end. Since our 
previous 6550/KT88 article in 1996, many morc fac(S 
about the origin of these �poplllar" types has come ro 
light. Some of the facts seem to contradict the commonly
held audiophile snobbery surrounding these tubes··espe
cially the KT88. Firsr, we shall revisit the origin of (he 
6550 family. 
2. 6550 

In (he halcyon days of hi-fi, getting more than 30 wans 
was very expensive. it required at least four 6L6Gs at typi
cal 300-400v plate vohages, or rransmining tubes at much 
higher volrages. Even though a pair of 807s would do the 
job, the plate voltage would have to be morc than 550-
this usually required oil capacitors in the power supply, 
plus more expensive transformers that were rated for such 
operation. The price added up, and by the time the cus
tomer has paid for a runer, turntable, speaker, and the 
mandatory cabinet, there wasn't much left for a transmit
ting-tube power amp. 

There was unquestionably a srrong desire for such prod
uCts. ConsnuC[ion articles in Audio E"gilleerillg in the 
1948-1954 frame often featured large tubes. The Audio 
Anthology books, volumes 1 Ihm 3, contain 21 amplifier 
construction arricles, of which onc used 211 s, twO used 
807s, one used 845s, and one used the type 6146, which 
was new in 1952. The vast majority of the amp circuits 
were good for less than 15 watts, which most people 

TUIIg-So/6550 (first type 1955 black plate. 110 boles top 
grtter) alld Tung-SoL 6550 (klte 1950's black plate, 110 

holes d"d triple getter) 

• I v • , I D 

nmg-Sol6550 (1963 triple getter-IIO holes with GE mark
i1lgs) ami nmg-SoL 6550 (1965 triple getter-with holes) 

thought was plenty. The transmitting-tube circuits must 
have been seen as luxury projects iorended only for the 
serious "audio bug. � Such amps were not ordinaily avail
able from early hi-fi dealers. 

Power was the need, even 'though most people were 
using relatively efficient speakers and horns were at the 
peak of popularity. Bear in mind that these users were 
nearly all middle-aged men who listened primarily to clas
sical music; hi-fis weren't used for rock'n roll until the late 
1960s. They must have been desperate for louder crescen
dos, perhaps to drown out the wife's TV shows? 

The RCA 6146 was a landmark tube in some ways. It 
was rated to take 750 volts on i(5 plate, and a pair was 
good for 100 wattS. Bur its high cost meant that it never 
saw commercial use in hi-fi. The only major audio amp to 
use it was the Aitec 1530, an industrial-looking rack
mouor PA amplifier. And the only well-known instrument 
amp with 6146s \Vas the early Ampeg SVT bass-�uitar 
amp, introduced in 1964, well after the time penod we are 
covering. Obviously there was a demand for a tube that 
could do more than 50 watts, with low distortion, at a 
cost below that of the 6146. Mullard's EL37 could do it 
bur was about as ex�nsive as the 6146. 

A need existed, and it was filled in February 1955. And 
it wasn't done by a giant like RCA, or GE, or Sylvania. It 
was done by -lunS-Sol, a medium-size tube manufacturer 
in Newark, New Jersey that catered to the MIL·SPEC 
market. The 6550 appeared to be heavily influenced by 
the 6146, but are clearly intended for audio. This was the 
power tube that started the amplifier power wars. 

The 6550 was designed for home audio equipment, and 
it was designed for compact size and coSt-efficiency. No 
plate cap meant no plate cap connector, with the added 
advantage of less risk of electrocution to the user when 
replacing tubes. A large octal base with a metal ring at 
cathode potential was another safety feature which also 
improved electrical stability. Tung-Sol engineers had a dis
tinctive envelope made for the tube, derived from the 
older "ST" shape. This squat, rounded "Coke boule" 
appearance set the tube apart from the crowd. 

V A C U U M  T U . I  V A L L I V  I S , U I  1 9  
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GE 6550A (1970s), GE 6550A (1992 MPD-reis5I1e) 
I",d P"ilip5·USA 6550 (19705) 

• I V • T I D 

and 400 volts on the screen for Uhralinear or tri� 
ode operation. 
It had about twice the transconductance of the 

6L6 types, so it could produce 100 wans with 
about the same drive vol tages as the GL6s. The 
grids of the 6550 were gold�plated and the screen 
was also carbonized, ro prevent grid emission and 
bias runaway. The result was a "downsized" 
uansmitting tube at receiving tube prices. 

Like its grandfather, the GL6, this tube was an 
instant hit. Numerous hi�fi amps used it, most 
notably the popular Dynaco Mark Ill. And its 
roughness and low COSt caused it to be used by 
engineers in applications like servo amplifiers for 
computer tape drives. A Univac 1101 computer's 
rape drive used 12 of them. Because the cathode 
was clearly rated to produce 175 milliamps, it 
became popular as a pass tube in regulated 
power supplies. A 6550 could produce nearly as 
much current as a 6AS7, and with greater regula
tion effectiveness and reliability. 

GE came out with the straight-sided 6550A in 
1971. It was called 6550A, because of rhe intro
duction of an exotic 5�ply metal plate material 
manufactured by Texas Insuuments. This metal, 
produced by cladding a copper or alumillum 
core with steel outer layers using explosives, 
made for a more reliable tube with greater bias 
stability. The clad metal was better at dissipating 
plate heat, and it thus lessened plate and grid 
emission. There were twO versions of rhe GE 
G550Aj earlier ones had rough-looking welds on 
the plate, while from about 1979 the plates were 

. .  stamped and swaged. In spite of prorestations 
Gmalex KT88 (early 1960s WIth gold scrIpt 011 tube and red from high-ticket tube dealers, there doesn't seem 
decal 0" base), Gellalex KT88 (19705) alld Milliard KT88 ro be a major difference between these versions, 

(1969 actually a Ge,.alex tube) although rhe overall quality declined during the 
Realize this: until tube audio became a high-ticket spe- 1980s. 

cialist field in the 1980s, the market was extremely aggres
sive, and prices were forced down by competition. In J 969 
a 6550 cost about $21 at retail (about $65 in 2003 dol

Genalex TT2 I wit" 
allode cap 

lars)··and you needed four for 
stereo--nOt that cheap .. Not only 
that, it was considered a "special
ist" product, and never sold in the 
quantities typical of popular TV 
or radio tubes. 

With rated plate dissipation of 
35 watts in terrode and 40 watts 
in triode, Tung-Sol advertisements 
bragged that "two 6550s in push
pull will provide the same power 
now attained in most existing 
designs by the use of four or more 
tubes." Thanks to the large low
loss base with molded-in dams 
benveen the pins, to discourage 
leakage currents, the 6550 was 
rated for 600 volts on the plate 

Some NOS dealers like to claim that a welded plate is a 
critical, magical guarantee of quality. V1V does not agree. 
We feel that vacuum quality, manufacturing tolerances, 
and other factors (things that you call·t see with the naked 
eye) are usually more important. These arc areas where 
modern tube manufacturers and distributors can save 
money, and in most cases, that is exactly what they do. 

Triode or Ultralinear operation of an aligned grid tetrode 
can easily overheat the screen, especially at full drive. The 
high volrages typicalJ used on the 6550 family make the 
situation worse. Har vacuum requires pumping and pro· 
cessing the tube for at least 1.5 hours, a procedure which is 
evidenrly not followed any longer. Due to the 6550s and 
KT88s returned by consumers, Shuguang improved their 
quality. Yet it was still not adequate to meet the severe 
demands of amps like the Marshall Major and the Jadis 
JA�200 and JA�80. The increasing popularity of tuhe hi-fi 
in the 1990s caused OEMs to demand better quality. This 
result'ed in the NationalfRichardson KT88, the "Golden 
Dragon� 6550 and KT88, and the Svetlana 6550C and 
KT88 and TeslalJJ KT88. 

V A C U U M  T U . I  V A L L I Y  I 5 J U I 1 • 
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Shuguallg KTS8 15.25 
TungSoJ 6550 2-get 15. 13 
Syll';lnia 6SSOA 14.93 

El KT90 13.80 

Summary 

Tung�Sol's 6550 is still excellent in overall perfor
mance. I[ was made with a level of quality comrol 
which wc may NEVER SEE AGAlN. However, I 
have pur all the currcm production through vcry 
severe tests on a curve tracing system capable of real
ly pounding the screen grid. NOS 65505 and KT88s 
could take a lot of abuse, thanks to rheir dean imcri
ors and hard vacuum. All of the current producrion 
is inferior in this area. 

Suet/mM SV6550B (early 1990$ with pill getter), Suetuma 
SV6550C (2001) Imd �lve Arts ChhJeSe 6550CA (2002) 

\Vhen I worked at Svcrlana USA, I was able to 
influence the factory to improve screen-grid dissipa
tion in their KT88 before it was sem OUt for evalua
tions. They added radiaror fins to the screen 

3. Tests All rests were performed at 500v, 75 mA, in pen
rode connection with 300v on the screen grid. Plate load 
was 3200 ohms and the control grid resistance was 47k 
ohms. Note thar many of the NOS samples represent 
many years of manufacture. The "lung-Sol samples here 
cover nearly 20 years of production, and lhe MOVs, GEs 
and Sylvanias were various samples from 10-20 year pro
duction timeframes. 
Table 1 
6550/KT88 DISTORTION, 500 VOLTS PENTODE 
(arranged by increasing distortion) 
TYPE OiST% , OF SAMPLES 
Sylvania 6550A 
Svctlana KT88 
Sovtck KT88 (1998) 
TungSo16550 latc 
MOVKT88 
TungSo16550 2-gc t 
TungSo16550 topget 
El KT90 
Svcdana 6550C 
GE 6550A 
Shuguang KT88 
Tesl:ilJJ KT88S 
Shuguang 6550 

Table 2 

0.527% 
.579 
.605 
.615 
.616 
.620 
.623 

64, 
.653 
.655 
.665 
.670 
.690 

7 (5 good used) 
, 
2 

7 (4 good wro.) 
14 (all good uSfil) 

4 (all good used) 
17 (a l l  good u�) 

3 
, 
4 (3 good uscd) 
, 
2 
2 

PEAK POWER TEST, 500 VOLTS PENTODE 
(arranged by decreasing peak voltage) 
Svcdana 6550C 16.25 
$vcdana KT88 16.05 
T eslaJJJ KT88S 16.00 
TungSol6550 latc 15.75 (tic) 
GE 655{}A 15.75 (tic) 
Shuguang 6550 15.75 (tic) 
MOY KT88 15.57 
TungSol6550 top gCt 15.38 

siderods, so even though the vacuum in the Svetlana 
KT88 is not much bener than their other tubes, the 
screens can handle orange heal for considerable periods 
without causing gas-current runaway. This rube was origi
nally made at the behest of McImosh, for their MC2000 
amplifier. It is probably the best such tube in currem pro
duction. I feel that it gives snob-value NOS some very 
tough competition. 

In 1 961, Harman-Kardon sent a letter to its dealers, 
telling them that the Tung-Sol was superior 10 the MOV 
KT88 at controlling grid leakagc, thus making its bias 
point morc stable in  the H-K Citation 11 amplifier; so they 
recommended against putting KT88s into Ciration lis. 
Tung-Sols were ridiculously com-
mon fifteenJears ago, and many 
were crushe by scrap dealers 
along with the power supplies 
they inhabited. Now. NOS exam
ples in original blue-and-white 
Tung-Sol brand boxes can bring 
$200. Even NOS units in white 
military surplus boxes are hot. 
RCA, GE and Sylvania were all 
remarking and selling Tung-Sols 
in the 1 950s and into the 1 960s, 
so some will turn up with these 
other major brands on them. 

In spire of Harman-Kardon's 
complaint, the original MOV 
KT88 is an excellent tube. It is 
rated to take morc voltage and 
dissipation than any 6550. This 
applies only to the original 
MOV/Genalex/Gold Lion ver� 
sion, identifiable by its gray/blue 
decal on the tube glass. It does 
NOT apply to rhe current 
Shuguang or Golden Dragon ver
sions sold by most dealers. The 
Shuguang looks like a small imi
rarion of the MOV with a 

V A C U U M  T U B E  V A L L E Y  I S I U E 1 9  
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6550 srructure inside. And beware of bogus Gold 
Lion tubes! Golden Dragon makes a KT88 whos(' 
appearanc(' is quite close ro that of the original. We 
have seen them packaged in replica Gold 
Lion/Genalex cartons. A dead giveaway is rhe pre
dominantly red printing on the boxes, and the lack 
of a blue-gray Genalex decal on the rub('. 

• • V s T • D 

The old Sylvanias for the tCSts wete provided by 
Terry Buddingh of Guitar Player. It seems rhat hi
fi users rarely sce these, but guitarists sometimcs 
have a few old ones kicking around. Note their 
('xtremely low distortion. Ironic thar this tube was 
used in guitar amps, yet would be more suirable for 
high-cnd amps. The peak power was lower than for 
any other NOS type, which tends to indicate that 
it may have been another tube type which was 
modified for 6550 duty. Similarly, the El KT90 is 
said to Ix: derived from the PL509, a TV sweep 
tube. In any case, (he Sylvania 6550A is definitely a 
scarce collectible today, and NOS pricing will be 
extreme. 

Chi"ese KT88 (1990s bm"ded Pellta Labs), Richardson-made 
KT88 (1996) a"djj KT88 (2002) (Slovakia,,-made) 

As f.'lr as current production 6550s go, the 
Svedana 6550C seems (Q be the best quality. We 
will nO( mention rhe older Svetlana v('rsions 655013 
and 6550B-3, as they were experiments which 
proved not to be popular. Svetlana is currently the 
world's top supplier of 6550s. Audio Research buys 
Svedana 6550Cs every year in huge quantities. 
V irtually all of ARC's amplifiers use them. 

The Shuguangs arc acceptable, and no real prob
lems w('re observed, so quality control is b('[{er 
than it was a few years ago. Still, I can't recom
mend Shuguangs for niod(' conn('ction or for dissi
pation above 30 wattS du(' to continuing problems 
with processing. They arc cheap rubes, and some 
very questionable dealers are putting all kinds of 
brands on them. The KT88 doesn't look like the 

Svetiallfl KT88 2002 (PM Compmlmts), Elech'o-/Jarmollix 
KT88EH (2002) a"d Svetlalla (SotJtek) KT88 (2002) 

MOV, bur rh(' 6550 is very similar in appearance to later 
Tung-Sols with 6 plare holes. Shuguang's glass containers 
hav(' a nmic('able grttn/brown discoloration (r('cycled beer 
bottles�), and geu('r flashes in their tubes tend to be ('xccs-

SOUlek 6550WA, Sovtek 6550WE a"d Suet/alia 6550C 

sively large compared to the original American and 
European versions. This is not a wis(' thing to do. Excess 
g('tter barium can deposit on the base and insulators, caus
ing I('akage currents. The vacuum in a tube should be 

made good while the tube is still on the pump. And 
cleanliness is critical, even though these arc not micro
processors. Th(' Chin('se nil! have a probJ('m in this area. 
(The rumor of a Shu�uang 6550 with a cigarette burt 
inside is no rumor.) Furthermor(', the Chinese "KTIOO" 
s('ems to hav(' disappeared. 

El's KT90 is known to be a good rub(', and is popular 
with audiophiles who have used Shuguangs in the past 
(and been dissatisfied). This tube is a modified TV 
sweep tube, and it is usable in a 6550 amp. 
Unaccountably, our samples had very low distortion at 
300v triod(', much lower than any of the other typ('s 
could do. But since these tubes ar(' never run at such low 
voltages, the results do not appear here. El's KT99 is 
JUSt a selected KT90, so none w('re tested her('. Th(' 
furure availabiliry of El tubes is good, as Edicron is dis
tributing their products. J),s KT88S first appeared in 
1996. Wc got twO early samples from Terry Buddingh of 
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tubes, as (he original apparatUS is no 
longer availab l e.) Reflector's overall quali* 
ty has improved dramatically in the last 2 
years. 

4. NOS and the future 
Real M-QV KT88s afC very, VERY hot 

on the market. It's gonen much worse 
since our original report appeared. 
FaCtof/i-marched pairs. recogniz.able by 
the ye lowed paper band around both car
tons, can bring $1500 in the USA. As we 
keep advising you, this caflnOt decrease. 

' .... __ .. _-_ ... fi9. t. �" __ wt_ -' 
Few things annoy us more than the arro
gant owners of giam Audio Research or 
VTL power amps, who casually demand 
that VTV sdi them a set of 24 original 
KT88s--matched to within 0.1 %. Such 
sets are no longer possible. Nor is such 

_w .. ____ .. ... _· -.,. - ,,_� __ · _____ 1_ .... - - --
c .... � .. I.) ""_.g ..... Ib) Pt<>I_. (c) boom 
�-

Kirlkless (Beam) letrode: efutrode structure and valve characteristic. 

Gu;tar Player magazine. These both had Groove Tube 
logos, which is not surprising as GT's Aspen Piuman WAS 
a parr-investor in JJ (no longer). The KT88Ss did well in 
my 500v pemade rest, and I ran one at 100 mA without 
any problems at all. This level of dissipation might be 
death to a Shuguang tube, and most other 65505 would 
show red spots on their plates. As originally introduced, it 
was claimed to have a prate dissipation rating of 50 wans. 
However, JJ has since derated their tube (Q match the orig
inal M·OV specs. 

The Sovrek 6550, which 'vas sold during 1992 and 1993, 
was made (briefly) by Svedana. Reflecmr later produced 
another 6550 and KT88, and is now making a creditable 
copy of the Tung-SoI6550. {We were unable to lest these 

dose matching even physically possible. 
You have a better chance of hitching a 

ride on an alien spaceship, friend. Rumors abound that an 
M-QV licensee in the UK. pan1r supported by Charles 
Whitener's Western Electric. wil start making "real" 
KT88s again soon. I've heard this for several years now, so 
onc can only hope. 
5.0utro 

The 6550 and KT8B will be available for the conceivable 
future. For your information, the 6550/KT88 market may 
be as big now as it was in the 1950s. My best indications 
arc that the world is now consuming as many as 200,000 
of these tubes annually-·and a single amp manufacturer, 
Audio Research, accounts for perhaps one-third of this 
total. Remember chat in the golden age of tube hi-fi, audio 

tubes were a tiny fraccion of total sales for 
factories. They made far more money from 
sales of boring TV tubes such as the 6BG6 
and 6GH8--the lam:r was being consumed 
at a fate of more than 5 million tubes per 
MONTH by world markets. Such levels 
dwarfed the sales of hi�fi powcr tetrodes. 
However, hi·fi was a "status" market, and 
was seen as an oppo nunity to pump up the 
�ub!ic ima&,es of makers. This IS where the 

Gold Lion brand came from originally. 
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The Contest for 
High Fidelity: 
Western Electric vs ReA 
Part 2 
By 5(ott Frankland 0w02 All Rights Reserved 

Foreward 

I n Part 1 of this series (vrY issue 18) I gave an 
overview of the topics to be covered in the installmenrs to 
follow. With this, Part 2, I begin ro focus on the roors of 
the rivalry between ReA and Western Elccrric. In writing 
this history, my focus has been on the seminal events lead� 
ing to the development of high fideliry in America; and, 
more specifically, to the decisive roles of RCA and Western 
Electric in pioneering and promoting that developmenr. 
Everything else has, for the sake of clarity, been omined. 

In all cases where disputed material is concerned, I have 
been careful to cite references bearing on both sides of rhe 
issue. Unfortunately, there exists a great deal of bias either 
for or against Western Electric and RCA in the literature, 

with certain norable exceptions. It is my hope that this 
series will prove to be among the latter. 

Finally, I have tried to list in the various references, aJI 
the important books and paJX'rs bearing upon the narra
tive. My choice of which references to indude is based on 
my best efforu to identifY them, and I would be grateful 
to any reader who can "fill in the blanks." 

1. Corporate Motives for Tube Research 

In tracing the origins of the vacuum tube, one of the 
most fruitful questions one can ask is: "For what purpose 

Fig. 2. A de Forest a"dion 
i" its "irgi" slale. 

was it invented�" For Lee de Forest, that purpose was 
mainly detection of radio signals. Amplification. on the 
mher hand, proved elusive for de Forest [1,2l 

Although imporrant steps toward amplification were 
provided by de Forest during the years 1906-1912 (Fig. 
t), his "Audion" (three-element rube) proved to be a 
gaseous device with erratic characteristics (Fig. 2). The 
tube that de Forest invented was nonetheless interesting 
enough to the Telephone Company to induce them ro buy 
the rights and expend vast resources on its development 
[I]. Meanwhile, GE hoped ro circumvent the de Forest 
patent by developing a high-vacuum tube that would stand 
up in court as a newly patentable entity. 

Even though the basic invention of the [riode marks the 
turning point of a new era in elec[[onics, the advent of 
high vacuum proved critical in forging rhe transition from 
the acoustic to the electronic era in audio 11-6]. The key 
application in this regard was amplification. 

Of course, when the high-vacuum tube emerged simul
taneously from the GE and Western Electric research labs 
in the spring of 1913, there was no thoughr of developing 
amplifiers for entertainment purposcs. The initial impetus 
was uucom-Le .• voice communications via telephony and 
wireless-and thar is what directed the resJX'ctive ruht: 
groups in their development work. 

Both companies badly needed the tube for their relecom 
projects. Faced with a land-based cable monopoly by rhe 
Telephone Company, GE chose to compete in the more 
rarified arena of wireless communications [1 ,4]. GE's inter
est in wireless had been sparked by their association with 
Fessenden beginning circa 1900. Given this association. 
and their background in AC power generation, it was a 
natural step for GE to adapr the alternator as a generator 
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for carrier signals. Their research accordingly centered 
upon a tube sufficiently powerful for use as a modulator in 
the A1exandcrson altcrnaror system [1,4,5]. 

The BdllClcphone Company did nm immediately pur
sue wireless, but instead focused on completing theiT 
Transcontinental Telephone Line-"a crowning achieve
mem of 40 years of development in transmission over 
wires" [3]. The difficulty in achieving long-distance tele
phony was apparent from the start. Due to dlC accumulat
ed resistance of long copper wires, COa5f-to-coast dialogue 
could nO( be sustained at audible levels due to attenuation 
of audio signals in the copper. 

With rhe advent of the high-vacuum tube, however, 
speech currents could be boosted at discrete paims along 
the line by "repeater" amps, thereby overcoming the cop
rer losses. This was the breakthrough for which the 
felephone Company had been snuggling in their quest for 
"universal service." 

Like a Monarch bunerfly from its 
cocoon, the high-vacuum tube emerged 
from the research labs of G E and Western 
Electric within a single year's time. The 
men responsible were barely OUt of school, 
most of them, and JUSt starting their 
careers in industry. In this light, their 
accomplishment seems almost a miracle. 
considering that high vacuum had b�n in 
development since the 18th century 
11,15J. 

Bur what at first glance seems miracu
lous turns our in hindsight to be the pay
off for a bold business stratagem. H.). van 
der Bijl of Western Electric observed of 
the tube as it was received from de Forest: 
'jotl th� mulr oft:1"4r-lighUd policy b,md on rh� r�cognition 
ofth� inf/umct 0 lcimtific mtarch on industrial d�v�/op
mmt, th� fou 0 thiJ dtvict WnJ plaud ill th� hands of a 
number ofwtl -tmind r�search phyliciJtJ and mgintm f6}." 

When van der Bi;l speaks of�scientific research," he 
refers to fundamental research in a new "industrial" sense. 
This is research imo underlying principles of nature direct
ed in areas deemed to have potential for future technology. 
This approach differed from that of traditionaJ inventors, 
in that specialized training became an essential prerequisite 
for successful research. An expcrimental bent was no 
longer enough to produce new technology. A nalysis and 
theory now camc to play an essential role in the emerging 
battle against complexiry. 

2. Demise of the "Invention Factory" 
Prior to 1900 the needs of American industry had been 

largely met by visionary inventors working expressly to cre
ale basic forms of new tcchllolo�y [7,8]. The names of 
Morse, Bell, and Edison spring Immediatciy to mind. The 
discovery and explication of underlying principles played 
little or no role in their research methodology [7-14J. The 
famous �Edison effect" was an accidemaJ discovery that 
Edison could not explain. 

Edison's focus, however, was not on principles of nature 
but on patcntable results. �1 have little room for the/urely 
aesthetic side of my work," he said [8]. Edison caUe his 
Menlo Park workshop the "Invention Factory." The mon
icker was less hype than fact: Edison logged over 1000 
patents in his lifetime. Few inventors have achieved even 
half that number. The Edisonian brand of scientific prag
matism permeated American industry prior to 1900 
17-14J. 

Charles Steinmetz, however, believed that a different 
approach was possible; and that this approach could be 
used by industry to compete with narurally-gifted inven
tors. At GE, Steinmerz proposed to leverage discoveries 
made by in-house sciemists working at ever deeper levels 
of specialization [7,8,14]. The mOSt productive sciemists 
were to be accorded the utmost indepcndence ro pursue 
whatever paths of discovery they might deem fruitful. 

The scientific approach to product devel
opment was in pronounced contraSt to that 
of Eciison, who occasionally hired academic 
scientists as consultants, but insisted that 
their work serve the immediate needs of his 
commercial. projects: 
"W� can't b� likt thou old German profirrorJ 

who, tU long tU they can get their blaCk bread 
and bur, art conunt to Ipmd their who/� 
lives studying the fuzz on a bu f8}. .. 

Edison here refers to pure scientists, such 
as Max Planck of the University of Berlin, 
whose driving interest was in discovering 
those fundamental aspects of nature that 
might one day lead to a "unified world pic
ture." Edison was Planck's opposite num

ber. He always thought of himself as "an inventor and 
nothing morc"(16j. 

This modest self-assessment is belied by Edison's contri
bution to modern life: it was the Edison lamp (1879) that 
provided the impetus to bring electric power into the 
home; and it was Edison's power distribution system 
(1882) that made it work. Edison Electric's 27-ton "Jumbo 
dynamos" could each supply 100kW (enough for 1200 
lamps). 

Unfortunately for Edison, his DC power system flowed 
down a blind alley, and Edison Electric along with it. In 
rctrospect, Edison's biggcst mistake was to ignore Nikola 
Tesla, his onetime employee, who advised him to abort 
DC and convert to AC in virtue of its transformabiliry. 

George Westinghouse, however, did not fail re heed 
lesla's advice. Westinghouse hired Tesla to develop AC 
power sources, purchased his patents, and challenged the 
Edison empire. The ensuing failure of Edison's DC power 
system rook a punishing toll on Edison's reputation as a 
technological visionary. Within ten years the writing was 
on rhe wall: DC was dead, and Edison was bought out by 
his own board. 

Following a merger with Thomson-Houston Electric 
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(1892), the newly formed 
General Electric Company 
(GE) placed Edison in a more 
or less advisory position, and 
turned to Elihu Thompson for 
future direction. Like Tesla, 
Thomson held key inventions 
relating, 

[0 AC power genera
tion. (Thomson held nearly 
700 patents when he died in 
1937.) 

, 0 • H .. H , D I L • y 

Chtmistry at th� Simum 
plant, Bolton worlud his 
way rysumatically through 
th� Paiodic Tab/� of tlu �/e
mulU lookillgfor a maurial 
which would show at the 
same time a high melting 
point and a vapor pre/suT( 
that was as low as poslibk. 
Tantalum umud like th� 
mOll mitabk mellll, but up 
to that tim� it was known 
on!! as a powd�r oxide. 
After leaTS of work, tanta
lum ftlammtl wae mcress

fully prodllred, which 
assured the firm of comperi
tiv� advantag�s for som� 
y�ars /13}." 

In 1897, WaJrher Nernst 
(Fig. 4) patented an deep 
uic lamp with an exotic. 

G E's new management, how
ever, proved no morc interested 
in pure science than Edison 
had been [7,8]. Like its rival, 
Wcstinghouse, GE sought to 
acquire new tcchnology by 
brute force: purchasing patents 
and "leasing (he short-term 
consuhing services of proven 
inventors like Edison, 
Fessenden, and Tesla. The idea 
of growing [C�chnology in-house 
on a Petri dish seemed tOO 

Fig. 4. 
t t l .rL · rare-earth filament consist-a e,eac �er DJ 1l1lgmulr . f· . ·d 

risky a concept in 1892. 
Steinmc[,L, however, questioned the ongoing approach to 

new technology. He correctly forsaw that basic research 
would provide the best insurance against the natural 
genius of independent inventors. After emigrating from 

Germany, Stcinme['L (Fig. 3, p.1 0) began promoting basie 
research at GE (7,8 ,14]. For three years (1897-1900) 
Stein men lobbied upper management with no success. 

3. InduSlfial Research Comes of Age 

Basic research, emailing as it does the discovery of 
nature's secrets, likewise emails extraordinary expense. At 
both GE and Western Electric, pure science proved diffi
cult to push past managemem, as there was no track 
record at eirher company and very lirtle precedem else
where. Worse, few in upper management undersrood what 
was meant by "fundamental knowledge," or whar ir might 
lead to in the long run. To their way of thinking, the 
patems they already controlled were adequate insurance 
against interlopers {3.B}. 

This complacent attitude was shattered at GE by mOHal 
competition from Germany circa 1900 (7,8]. Edison's car
bon filament had initially given GE an iron-clad control 
over the lamp marker. Michael Eckerr and Helmut 
Schuberr describe the German response to the Edison car
bon-filament: 
"The research laboratory of the Siemem works grew Ollt of a 
smatl physics and chemistry laboratory housed in a makeshift 
building (re(erred to locally as a 'doctor dungeon; in Berlin
SiemmssraJl. Its beginnings �xlmd back to the last yeaN of 
the 19sh century. whm the chemist W Bolton was looking for 
materials to "fLue the d�licau carbon filamenu of the 
Edison light bulb. Edison's method of searching around th� 
world for betta materiah was recogni.z.rd as not the best way 
to attack the probkm. In the Laboratory of Physics and 

Ing 0 ZirconIUm ox. c, 
yttrium oxide, and erbium'oxide at a ratio of90:7:3 (Fig. 
5. p.l 0, Nerns[, trained as a pure scientist, developed this 
filament at his physicat.chcmimy lab in Gottingcn, 

Fig. 6. The 
Gottillgell 
Physical 

Chemistry 
},rstituu, a 

mat�riltls 
research facili
ty flulIaed by 

WIt/ther Nernst 
ill 1895. 
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Germany (Fig. 6, p. l l) (19J. Ecken and Schubert explain 
the trend roward applied research in Germany: 
"&uarch at the new 'applied' institl/us typically was con
cerned with the bordu ar�as betw�en purely scientific and 
purely technical disciplines (�.g., �lecrrochemistry, �lecrro met
'llLurgy, str�ss analysis, hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, and the 
theory and appLication of magnetism). The overlap of long
separated disciplines (physics at universities and uchnology dl 
insrituus ofuchnology) was the consequenu ofscienu, eco
nomics, and govunmef/t coming closer togetha (J3). .. 

The Nernsr lamp created a great wave of foreboding at 
GE, as it required no vacuum and was 50% more efficienr 
than the Edison/GE carbon-filament lamp [7.B]. In IB98, 
Nernst sold patent rights ro the German electrical giant 
AEC, an act worrisome ro GE, as AEC already possessed 
rights ro the Edison lamp (in Germany). 

Moreover, Nernst sold patenr rights to GE's mOSt feared 
rival in America, Westinghouse [16]. The noose tightened 
when Wcstinghouse built a 100,000-square-foot factory in 
Piusburlih for rhe purpose of manufacturing "Nernst 
Glowers 119J. 

There were mher competitors besides Nernst: another 
high-tech filament was developed by von Wclsbach, the 
German chemist. Von Wclsbach excelled in the field of 
rare earths. Eckerr and Schuberr outline the emerging pat
tern of cooperation among German scienrists, industry, 
and government that quickly led to new technologies: 
"The pattern of interaction can he descrihed hriefly as follows: 
industry spent money, the gOIJernmenl cr�aud recognition and 
new positions for researchers, and science hecame oriented in 
the dirution of applications. In G�rmany this pattern hecame 
the model for support socitries and organi7Atiom in the 20th 

untury (e.g., th� Kaiser Wilh�/m Society), wh�re interdiscipli
nary research could he carri�d out on a larg� scale [13}. " 

Prior to WWl, government support was lacking in 
America, and privare industry waS just plain skeptical [B]. 
The result was a pronounced technological lag behind 
Germany. Afrer numerous rejections by GE's tOp brass. the 
decision to proceed with the Steinmen plan was finally 
approved in 1900. It was decided to set up a provisional 

laborarory in Sreinmetz's carriage harn (Fig. 7). Attention 
then focused on a suitable director for the new "Jab." 

Steinmetz knew thar in order ro compere with the new 
German [amp technology, some extraordinary fundamcnral 
discovery in electrochemisrry would he needed [7,8J. 
Stcinmetz oudined his requirements in a letter to manage
ment: 
NTh� laboratory would require a good, well.paid practical 
chemist of considerabk origbutlity. ahk 10 foll4w and work 
out indepmdmtly any mggesrions that might be made. Ht 
should hove a fair Imowkdge of tiectTiciry dnd gmerat physiCJ, 
be welt fomiliar with glms blowing. and fossm somewhat 
pronounced administrative abilities (8). 

Stcinmcrz and his supporters in management (Thomson 
in panicular) soon zeroed-in on a rising Star at MIT: the 
young chemist Willis Whirney. Whimey's scienrific train
ing was undeniably first-rate lB,20j: after graduating from 
MIT with a BS in chemistry, Whirney received doctoral 
training in Germany under physical chemist Wilhelm 
Ostwald, a key menror of Nernst. After funher study at 
the Sorbonne, Whimey returned to MIT to teach chem
istry. \'Uhitney was as well-equipped as anyone to plumb 
nature's secrets. Although Stein men endorsed the effort to 
lure Whimey to GE, Whimey at first demurred. In later 
days, recalling his scruples with characteristic flair, 
Whitney would write: 
"When I was first umpted to leave a teaching position at 
Boston Tech (MIT) I thought 1 was deciding between working 
for myself and others by reaching and rmarch, or hurying my 
possible individuality in a largr soullas industry [J6,17j. " 

George Wise explains how Whirney transformed a con
descending attitude toward industry-an altitude com
monly shared by academic scienristS-into a working envi
ronmenr conducive to both innovation and research: 
'This laboratory succeedrd hecause it creaud a new role for 
profossional scientists-a blend of mrarchfreedom and prac
tical usefulness not available he fore 1900 JIG}. "  
4. GE's First Breakthrough 

Whitney's first assignment was to attack the lamp prob
lem and stave off the German lamp threat. His firSt experi
mentS involved mercury-vapor glow tubes. These, however, 
proved unsatisfactory as lamps. With everything on the 
line, Whimey then performed a small miracle: he crowned 
the carbon eca of incandescenr lamps-by metallizing the 
Edison filamenr {BJ. His GEM lamp, introduced in 1904, 
sold in the millions and gained Whimey and the 
Lab?rarory-unril then an experiment in process-a vital 
reprieve. 

GE's big breakthtough, however, did nO( come unril 
after William Coolidge and lrving Langmuir joined the lab 
some five years later. In the meantime, Whimey helped 
GE develop a process for baking resistors [16]. He also 
began to implement the Steinmen program, puning his 
own stamp on the deal by creating an environmenr in 
which his new recruits, Coolidge and Langmuir, could 
thrive. Whimey's approach was the antithesis of a struc
tured, bureaucratic management style. George Wise com-
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ments on Whitncy's management style: 
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"Whitnty had litt/� use for councils. or commit/us, or indud, 
for the dmwcrati, proem at aIL. He admitud to an elitism 
baud, not on assumptiom of cUm or lureditary superiority, 
but simply on the belief that only individuals could accom� 
p'ish anything. ;.t democracy does not appeal to me wlJtre 
high quality is the aim, ' he wrote. 'Certainly in the matter of 
discovery and experimmta/ work � find that committus 
cannot invent. and mponsibility divided is as good llJ shifted' 
{8/. • 

WhitTley was of course hugely successful with this 
approach. The surprise development of ductile tungsten by 
Coolidge (1910), together with rhe gas-filled lamp by 
Langmuir (circa 1912), overTUrned the German lamp 
threat, leaving GE in control of the US lamp market 
17,8,20]. This favorable position provided ample financial 
means to ensure leeway in lhe GE research department for 
a cenain amount of ongoing pure research. As a result, in 
1914 the SteinmenlWhitney program found a permanent 
home at GE (Fig. 8), and the way was open for an extend
ed onslaught upon the problems of vacuum tubes and 
their circuits. 

Leonard Reich sums up the transition from random 
invention to specialized research as the preferred weapon 
against technical complexity: 
"Abbougb mginur-mtreprmeun luch as Thomas Edilon and 
Frank Sprague had matk major contributiom to indUltry. 
wm th? now bq,an to find tbat the incrrasing complexity of 
uchnology required mea"h into underlying principkl. rhou 
who, like £dison, could not or would not make the tramition 
usual" fill behind. The path to uchnical dwelopmmt and, 
ultimauly, corporate ucurity uemed to lie in the synthelis of 
lcimtific knowledge and methods with engineering know-ho/v 
{1}. • 

Daniel Kevles explains what became of the Edison 
approach: 
';41 early as 1886, Electrical World fittingly decumd: 'The 
day of rule-of thumb methods hl1l gone by. ' A ftw yean laUT, 
an aslutant asked Edil0n for lome uchnical adviu, and the 
inventor brmquely told him to comult one of the mathemati
cally adept mnnbm of the staff. 'He knowl for more about 
{electricity} than I tUJ. In foct. I've come to the conclusion that 
I never did know anything about it: Edison, who had 
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opposed the introduction of alurnating current, sold h is inur
ests to IP Morgan's new combine, the General Electric 
Company. and left the light and power business for good. 
General Electric relied for technical advj(( on a German 
immigrant with advanced traini,lg in physics. Charier Proteus 
Suinmtlz [2l}. � 

Jlldging purely by results, there can be no doubt that GE 
and Western Electric were consistently successful in their 
attack on technical complexity. The key to their consisten
cy turns out to have four sides: (1) the recruitment inro 
industry of formally trained s�cialists---es�cially in 
chemistry, physics, pure analysis, and materials science; (2) 
the establishment of in-house research laboratories catering 
to the psychological profile of scientistS; (3) the use of 
interdisciplinary research teams ro discover the underlying 
principles related to specific technologies; and (4) the 
cooperation of research teams and engineers to fashion 
new products our of newly discovered principles. 

The synthesis of science and engineering as pioneered by 
GE and Western Electric proved to be a potent combina
tion that put technological innovation on a systematic 
basis in America. In retrospect, what began ro standardize 
circa 1914, is the modern concept of R & D. This was a 
combination of research and development that has become 
the standard model for American industry. Virtually every
thing we know as �modern technology" has come about 
because of it-from the high-vacuum tube to the wireless 
internet. All within the frame of 88 years. rhe potential 
lifespan of a single human being. 
To be continued. 
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FOOlnotl'$ 

1 According <0 Lloyd �nsch;ed of the lclcphone Company, de Forest 
learned the tcchnique 0 grid bias from Fril't Loewenstein (2,31. 

2 r .. �n (et al) rommcms on .he ba.\ie demenlll of ,he ttan'IConlinclllal line: 
MOll of .his New York-San Francisco line WlIS buih of No. 8 (BWG) copper 
(diamCJef about 116 inch), ""'ighinS 870 pounds per loop mile. Supported 
on 130.000 pol(:!;, the weight of copper in the line lotaled 2.500 Ions. 
Loading roils wcI'( placed every 8 miles, and the line was provided wirh Ih� 
2-way �uum tube repe,ners. Early in 1915 thr� mOK repeater poinlll were 
added, and in 1918 [WO more for a 10tal of eighl [3]. 

3 The Edi50n effN:t appal'(ndy h�d lilde or no influence on lhe (ourse of 
dcclron Iheory per se [15]. Edison'$ dilOOvcry nonelheleu had a profound 
influence on engineers and inventors. 

" SlcinmC'll was pron,oling in America what he had $ttn work SO dfN:li\'ely 
in German indUllry [7,13J. Steinmen bttallle head oflbe Calcularing 
Deputment at GE, and WlIS GE's chief con�uJrins engineer .. He e�cell(d in 
ahernating curl'(nl calculations, and hi� work pUI AC power distribution on 
a qlUntirativc �U. In 1901 Steinmet't was dccled presidem of ,he AIF..E. 
IhI: ful'(most society fur power engineers in America. 
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Why NOS Tubes 
Are Better 
By Eric Barbour �OO3 All Rights Reserved 

Since our NOS price article in the last issue, we've gOt· 
rcn some feedback claiming that vrv is "hy�ng" certain 
tubes in order to profit by selling off a huge 'OS stash. 
Since there is so much bizarre voodoo surroundin� the 
demand for certain scarcities, perhaps this would e a  fiood time to discuss some hard facts, and help ro shine a 
ight into the dark hole of NOS elitism. 

The basic question is, why are NOS tubes better than 
current production? After all, haven't scientific practices 
and technology improved? They havc--but nOl in the tube 
marker. Tube audio is more of an arcane hobbyisr field 
than a proper industry. The dealers of such tubes tend to 
be either individuals or small companies. This does not 
lend itself toward the imlorovement of the product in gen-
eral. Only competition orce5 rube facrories to improve 
their product. And more important. attitudes have 
changed over the years. Let'S look at some hard, verifiablc 
technical facn that directly influence the sound of audio 
tubes. 

1_ Cathodes 
One major contributor to the sound of an audio tube is 

the abilih of its cathode to emit electrons, especially when 
asked [0 andlc transients. A n  oxide cathode is made of 
nicke.l alloy tubing. coated with a powder made of barium 
and strontium (and sometimes calcium) carbonatcs. plus a 
witch's brew of binders, emulsifiers, stabilizers and other 
ingredients. The cathode is installed in the tube. which is 
is pumped to a high vacuum while an inducdon coil heats 
the enrire tube structure to orange heat. This bakes the 
cathode coating, driving off the carbon and resultint in a 
fine powdered surface of barium/strontium oxides p us a 
few inorganic salts. Only then is the cathode "activated. h 
ready to emit copious quantites of electrons. Everything in 
this recipe affects the final emission performance of the 
cathode, cspecially the specific mix of chemicals in the ini-
tial coating. For example. silicates must be kept to levels 
below 100 ppm, because barium silicate ions will migrate 
to the surface of the coating and poison emission, resulring 
in high plate resistance and low transconductance. 

The presence of certain solvents in the vacuum system 
can also damage [he coating during activation. Even the 
composition of the tUbing is critical--activarors are often 
added to the alloy, which is commonly nickel with cobalr, 
zirconium and a small amount of tungsten. 

Reducin� elements such as carbon and manganese can 
poison emLssion, yet in small quantities they remove 
destructive oxygen from the nickel melt; and the presence 
of iron particles in the tubing or the coating must be 
avoided at all COSts. Aluminum in the rubing can cause the 
oxide coating to peel off. 
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Building a really good cathode requires reagent-grade 
chemicals, in JUSt the right proportions. In the "good old 
days". manufacturers cared so much that they paid extra 
for hi�h-purity ingredients. Companies such as Western 
ElectriC, International Nickel, Superior Tube, and Driver
Harris made cathode assemblies to very high standards of 
puriry. This situation no longer applies, as audio tubes 
must compete in a market fining up with solid-state tube 
simulators. The few remaining tube fuctories must make 
their own cathodes in-house from whatever industrial
grade chemicals they can buy in China and Russia (If a 
supplier PUt rock salt in the 
barium carbonate to save a few 
rubles or yen). Or else they 
must place huge (and costly) 
quantity orders with tubing 
manufucturers, who are no 
longer interested in such a small 
industry. 

Purthermore. lifetime can be 
improved by special treatments. 
One that was discovered long 
ago was to apply an extra 
overcoat of magnesium car
bonate to rhe carbonate coat-
ing before tube assembly. The 
resulting magnesium oxide 
increased the life of the alkali 
electron-emission layer, by a 
chemical reaction which remains 
poorly understood to this day. 
Such extra steps are no longer fol
lowed by tube manufacturers, due 
to the endless cost pressures exert-
ed by their large OEM customers. 
Even the purity of cathode coatings 
has been compromised by current 
manufacturers, under pressure ro 
keep COStS down. And vacuum "hard
ness» is anocher facror which can be 
traded off during manufacture to 
allow higher production rates, while 
decreasing lifespan of the cathode Coat
ing. Bombardment by free oxygen or 
nitrogen slowly harms eminer materials. 

Eimac recently considered the discontinuance 
of one of their most popular RF power tubes. the 
3CX800A7. This rype is used daily by amateur-radio opera
tors worldwide. Unfonunatcly, it uses a complex cathode 
with alternating stripes of oxide and bare metal, aligned 
with the grid wires. This scheme is costly and difficult ro 
make, and improves the performance of the tube several 
percent. As if the modern ham cared. Even though the 
3CX800A7 is a costly tube to make, it's still much cheaper 
(to buy and to use) than transistor RF power amps. Yet 
transistor linear amps continue to make inroads in the mar· 
ketplace. 

Only pressure from the makers of amateur-radio linear 
amps and the U.S. government saved the product from 

extinction. This incident reveals the modern attitude, that 
the cheapening of the product is inevitable, so submit to il. 
2. Quality Control 

Today's middle-aged audio buyer does not have the 
moralicy standards that his f:uher or grandfather endured. 
$0, he fails to understand the mOtiv3rions of manufactur
ers of consumer goods of the 1 9505. It was routine, at that 
time, to deliver morc lhat the usual, expected level of con
struction quality, because the firm was usually owner-oper
ated, rather than being a small division in a huge public 

conglomerate. That owner consid
ered himsc:lf a good person, and suf. 
fered sleepless nights if he skimped 
on chassis mctal thickness or hard

ware. Things were meant to last, and 
it was expected. Such anirudes no 

longer burden the operators of 
consumer electronics manufucrur
ers. Generations of consumers 
have become inured to stereo 
receivers made of paper-thin sheet 

steel and molded polyscyrene and 
having digital FM front ends with 
poor sensitiviry and inferior image 
rejection. So a Fisher 500C-·such a 

common thing at one time, and 
built by the boatioad---is a revelation 
to people under 50. 

So it is with rube manufacrure. All 
present-day tube factories arc pres
sured by their largest CUStomers, 
which arc not you, the end-user. 

Amplifier builders such as Fender, 
Marshall, Audio Research and 
Mclntosh have enormous dOLI( 

with rube makers. These builders 
usually wanr to see a low price, fore
most. In fact, some threaten to go to 

solid-state designs if rube factories 
raise their quantiry pricing. 

Pressure to keep prices low is not 
conducive to the manufaClure of 

extended-life and high quality 300Bs or 
KT88s with time-consuming rock-hard 
vacuum and expensive reagent grade 

cathode chemicals. Cheaper import 
tubes have issues with either quality, sanies andlor reliabil
ity. We have found that high quality, genuine NOS tubes 
laSt longer, sound pleasing and can be more reliable, bur 
not always. Be sure to buy from a reputable dealer who 
backs his product with a warranty for highest quality . 

The winding of grids is a good example. It is done with 
a lathe, designed especially for the job. Both the construc
tion of the lathe. and the winding of the grid wires, 
requires [he holding of mechanical tolerances ro 0.00005 
inches (50 microns) or better. This is routinely done in 
aerospace work. where the profit margins are substamial 
and government conuacrs run for many years. 
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Unfortunately, tuhe manufacture today is on the short end 
of the economic stick, and barely surviving. Most factories 
arc using battered old Soviet equipment from the 19605, 
whose tolerances do not improve with time and use. 

And tricks which contributed to low distortion in audio
specific tubes have been forgotten, as the rush to a price
sensitive market proceeds. Back in the 1920$, engineers at 
ReA discovered that if they wound the grid of a medium
mu triode so that each cnd was the exact mirror-image of 
the other, with rhe grid wire terminated in [he same man
ner, the tube's distortion would be minimized funher. This 
is considered a "fringing" effect, and not usually addressed 
in calculations of electron ballistics--yet it does affect the 
tube's performance. Such details do not usually receive 
attention wday. 

Take the grids our of some WWIl-era 6SN7Ws and 
grids from current low-cost Russian-made 6SN7s. Examine 
multiple samples under a 25x microscope. You'd be sur
prised how rough the new grid looks, and how randomly 
the winding wire is terminated, compared to the old grid. 
This affects me distortion of the tube, as well as its tran
sient rcsponse. And what happened to the wisdom of 
RCA's engineers? Most of it was left in old file cabincts 
when they vacated thc Harrison plant in 1977. And local 
unemployed youths made bonfires out of iL 

J o l i d a  J 03000 
200 Watts of 1Hode Ecstasy 

Available From: VACUUM TUBE VALUY 
P.O. Box 1499 lakeport, CA 95453 USA 

Phone (707) 263·5881 FAX (707) 263·7648 
w.YQCuumtube.com 

3. Attitudes 
I cannot finish an article about NOS tubes and their 

image of divine superiority without discussing the typical 
consumer of such wbes--the pcrfectionist audiophile and 
the older guitarist. I am talking about a demographic 
which, in spite of their high personal incomes, mOSt mar
keting people would regard as «hopeless." Adveniscrs pre
fer to pursue the white male 14-25 demographic, since 
endless research has shown that young men have not )'et 
formed strong opinions and is easily influenced by sublim
inal advertising campaigns. 

The perfectionist audiophile/older guitarist group, how
ever, is almost entirely white {and, increasingly, Asian}, 
male, and between 40 and 60 years, This perfectionist 
NOS-tube enthusiast is also a college-educated profession
al, though rarely in the fields of acoustics or electronics. 
Indeed, in our experience, the stereotype of an audiophile 
is a financial analyst, M.D. or anorney, whose actual 
knowledge of acoustics or electronics is limiu:d. He reads 
Stereophile and The Absolute Sound, and believes them 
to be unbiased publications in spite of their "advertiser 
friendly" alliances. 

"Sam Tellig's" column in Sureophile as a good example. 
Sam {which is NOT his real name, as all but his fans seem 
to know by now} writes a homey, chalty, and completely 
unfocused column each month. He does not bore his fan 
base with technical facts about the equipment he recom
mends, prefer
ring instead to 
blather about 
the excellent 
Sonoma 
Chardonnay 
and feta-cheese 
salad he con
sumed while 
listening to a 
pair of $60,000 
speakers. 

This Wi'le 
Spectator kind 
of chatter is 
proven to work 
miracles in 
wooing the 
"haute lifestyle" 
crowd, He 
knows well that 
his readers are 
shallow, materi
alistic, and pos
sessed of shoH 
attention spans, 
in spite of their 
education, 
affluence and 
age. So he plays 
to the snobby 
cork-sniffing, 

ALL TUBE DESIGN RIVALS SOUND 
OF $1000 mGH E!'Io1) AMPLIflERS 

• P".'u 0...,,,., 8 Wans per channel 
• Fn,"�nty R�sPQII'" 20TO 2(} kfu 
• tJUllmioll ,u: • • Ih.n I�.t I Wan 
• (np,l/ /mpedance: lOOK Ohml 
• O"/p"r imp.dana: 8 Ohm. 
• Mini",,,,,, /lIp"l: (}A V fo.-fun outpul 

Uws Iype IlMS8 IU� included in kit with 
circuit board, hue board and all patU. 

indlldinl traddormcrs. po .... er cord. ne. 
Easy 10 follow illSU\lCtioas, 

• Aucmbled and Iel;ted S 169.95. 
Add SIO fOJ shippip� and bandIinI. 

S·S ELECTRONI('S 
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status-obsessed midlife-crisis boys and they lap it up. 
JUSt as imporrant is the susceptibility of your average 

NOS nerd to rube mystique. And much of the arcane mys
tique of NOS tubes originated in Japan, in the pages of 
magazines such as Mj, Stereo Sou"d, and Radio 
Gyjiutsu. During the 1980s it was common w sce MJ 
aHicles which closely dissected the design of a homebrew 
amp, with diswrtion and other performance specs present
ed in detail. So, the Japanese hobbyisrs slowly learned this 
simple fact: that the quality of audio tubes has declined 
since the 1 960s. And they found, and presented, proof of 
it. Wannabes and latecomers have since added nmhing to 
the body of facts, preferring simply to mumble mystical 
incantations over NOS Western Electric 300Bs and such
like. Thereby jacking up the street price. Which collectors, 
who are also frequently the "!'ournalists" pumping the tube 
in question, happen to have arge personal stashes of. And 
this is another issue of importance to the NOS marker: the 
ongoing role of underground NOS tu� dealers, counter
feiters, and eBay. We may examine this in a future issue. 

For that matter, claims by some that vrv inflates the 
prices of certain NOS--in order to sell those same types-
are specious. Good examples are the \'(IW1I Sylvania VT-
231 metal base 6SN7W with green printing on the base, 
which can sell for $150 or more. We gave it an excellent 
rating in issue 1 1 , yet gave a similar rating w rhe 1950s 
Raytheon version and the 1952 Mullard CV181 .  Nobody 
ever calls vrv and asks for those! Bear in mind that these 
were blind listening tests. 

The same applies to our 12AX7 tests i n  issue 14. Our 
rave abom rhe 1950s Raytheon black-plate version did not 
result in calls for them; guitarists still ask for Mullards and 
audiophiles still ask for smooth-plate Telefunkens, neither 
of which we have in vast quantities (but wish we did). 

Similar results were observed with the EL34 article in 
issue 16-�we don't get calls asking to buy 1991 Teslas. 
People want what gurus have been snobs about for years. 
So, some good tubes sell for outrageous prices, while other 
good tubes languish. The demand is driven by guru pro
nouncementS, not necessarily sound quality. I'd like to be 
able to claim some power over the NOS market, but can't. 

Worse still, the Japanese audiophile is beginning to ape 
his American imitators, thereby closing the circle of hype. 
How else to explain the 1 998 failure of the reissue WE 
300B in the Japan marker, in spite of excellent product 
quality, exquisite packaging, and heavy advertising, plus a 
large dealer network� All it rook was a few comments by 
the likes of Stereo Sou"d scribbler Tadaarsu Atarashi, who 
wrote a lengthy screed about the "limpid introspection of 
tone" in his NOS 300Bs, which the new production was 
claimed ro lack. (We tested both tubes extensively, and 
found practically no difference between the NOS samples 
and the new production--in either electrical performance 
OR sonies. See VTV issues 3 and 8 for 300B tests.) His 
article had a major impact on the revived Western Electric 
company, causing rhe loss of many of their dealers in 
Japan. 

Klipsch RF·7 
Powerful Speakers for 
Low Powered Amps 
By David Bardes �2003 All Rights Reserved 

Many tube enthusiasts reach back to the vintage Klipsch 
speakers ro get the big, dynamic sound they crave. 
Compared to today's power-hungry speakers, the Heresy. 
Forte, Chorus and Khorn speakers are an inexpensive sonic 
salvation. Unlike other speaker manufacturers which have 
sacrificed high efficiency for small size and COst reduction, 
Klipsch conrinucs to make efficient speakers thar are a 
great choice for low powered SE and vintage tube amps. 
Packaged in a contemporary tower design, Klipsch's RF-7 
contains all the advantages of their classic speakers and 
serves them up with extended frequency response, 
improved resolution, and great imaging that define mod
ern speaker design. 

The RF-7 is a two-way tower design. A Tractrix horn
loaded, titanium-dome driver supplies the treble, and [WO 
10" aluminum cones supply the lows and mids. The cones 
have been anodized on both front and back surfaces, which 
act as damping layers for the otherwise sriff but ring-prone 
aluminum. These drivers are crossed over at 2200 Hz using 
a fourth order Linkwitz-Riley type crossover. A relatively 
steep crossover was used to control sound dispersion and 
control "ring modes" in the aluminum cones. Two very 
large ports occupy the rear of the cabinet. These pons are 
larger than many other speaker manufacturers use, but are 
appropriate for the woofer configuration (it is easier and 
cheaper to use smaller diameter POrtS at [he cost of poten
tial port noise) . The cabinet uses veneered MDF, veneered 
on the inside as well as the outside for improved cabinet 
damping. My samples were veneered in a beautiful cherry 
finish. Black ash and a light maple are the other options. 
Twin sets of binding pOSts are provided for biwiring and 
Monster Cable Zwire is used inside the cabinet. Most 
importantly, they are efficient enough for really low pow
ered amps. 

The RF-7s have a clean open sound. The titanium 
diaphragm provides great treble extension and a clear 
sound, but the tweeters sound just a bir frosty at first. 
Once the tweeters break in. the sound opens up to provide 
a nice image, both wide and deep. I heard real depth and a 
sense of the large recording venue for Diana Krall's 
Besttme. I could distinguish the distance of the different 
sections of the London Philharmonic from the micro
phones as they backed up Diana's sin�ing. Violins and vio
las were clearly delineated. Diana's vOIce \vas natural and I 
could nor find a him of coloration from [he tweeter horn. 

I thought I had found a weakness in the RF-7s bass per
formance which I felr was tOO pronounced and boomy. 
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although the bass extension was impressive. This boomi
ness turned out to be my single cnded amp, because when 
I changed lhe amp our to David Bcrning's Micro ZOTL 
amp, [he bass tightened right up and delved even deeper. 
even though the Micro ZQTL amp is rated at JUSt I wan! 
I played several discs with deep, strong bass (Down (Q rhe 
Bone, Crystal Method, etc.) and the RF-7s were quite: 
impressive. Ron Carter's acoustic bass was deep and viscer
al while playing his version of Cuba no Chant (Wben Skies 
are Gray, Blue: Note). Only a very good subwoofer would 
provide deeper bass. It may prove: that some single ended 
amps may nO( have: the damping power to get the full 
measure of bass punch from these speakers despite their 
high efficiency. 

Compared (0 my beloved Khorns, the RF-7s had far 
superior imaging, better bass and treble extension, and I 

EllulIIo 

tbere is some
tMIlK about your 

stereo tbat really tllrttS 
me 0,,1 
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heard derails in recordings I hadn't heard through the 
Khorns. For me this is impressive, as many speakers sound 
like toys when compared (0 the Khorns. True, the Khorns 
still sounded bigger, but this is a warm fuzzy big, and not 
[he focused image that (he RF-7s convey. And if anything. 
the RF-7s could produce a punchier. more dynamic sound 
than my corner horns. 

These speakers deserve consideration for low powered 
tube rigs. Unlike full-range, single cone spcaker designs 
which are the currenr rage, these speakers have morc mus
cle. way more treble eXTension, and they "gOt bass!" It is 
imporranr to Try your amp with these speakers, as my 
300B amp was a good match. bur the Micro ZOTL amp 
was an amazing match with the RF-7's (S2300/pr SRP) . 

Klipsch RF-7 Subjective Evaluation 
Dynamic lUnge 

4.5 
Transparency 

4 
Frequency EXfcnsion 

5 
Dimcruionality I'ace and Rhythm Musical Imvh-cmenr 

4 4 4.25 

The scale is ] 10 5 with a soore of 5 being Ihe Vl:ry besl 

OveraJl Rating: 4.25 

Manufacturer Specifications 
Frequency Response: 32Hz-20kHu3dB 
Sensitivity: 102dB @ lwarr/lmerer 
Power Handling: 250 wattS maximum continuous (1000 
wam peak) 
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms 
Dimensions: (H X W X D): 
Height: 45" ( l15cm) 
Width: 11.6� (29.7cm) 
Oeprh:16" (41cm) 
Weight: 90 lbs_ (40.8kg) 

Klip$ch Audio Techllologie5 

3502 Woodview Trace, Suite 200 

Indjanapolis, IN 46268 

(317) 860·8 J 00 

Toll Free: (800) 544-1482 

Test System Components: 
Jolida JD 603 CD player with Mullard CV4004 tubes in 
the analog output section 

Assemblage SET 300 amp with Valve Art and JJ 300B 
tubes, Micro ZOTL amp 

Homebrew fine wire speaker cables using three srrands of 
30 awg silver-coated copper wire in a kynar jacket 

TEK LINE PC -12 Signature power cords for both the 
amp and CD player 

VSE Super Clear interconnec[S 
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Berning Micro 
ZOTL Amp 
Less 'S Deflnite.y More 
By Dovid Bordes c2003 All Rights Reserved 

David Berning is on to something here. He calls his 
Micro ZOTL amp a personal [riode amplifier, and indeed 
it is very personable! Based on his impedance conversion 
technology, the Micro ZOTL brings glorious tube sound 
to virtually anywhere with a 4 pound amp that can run on 
AC or l2V DC power sources. This amp is rated at I watt 
per channel, bur rhat is enough to musically drive small 
speakers in a den or office sening, large efficient speakers 
[Q room filling levels in larger rooms, or a favorite pair of 
headphones. 

The Micro ZOTL amp, like Oavid Berning's mher 
amps, uses a radio frequency carrier to transport the our
pm signal through a device thar acts as an impedance con
vener, replacing the need for a conventional output trans
former. This avoids hysteresis and core satutation, signifi
cantly reducing audible and measurable distOrtion. 'rhis 
isn't your typical ccono-wbe amp or anything like your 
father's tube amp! 
About the sile and sh'le of a shoe box, rhe Micro ZOTL 
is available in blue, re and black. The amp has a power 
selector switch, a volume pOt and a head phone jack on the 
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tOp. Tt also had an lEe jack, a mini plug for DC power, 
one set of RCA jacks and binding posts on the back. The 
front panel has a power indicating LED, and a window [Q 
view the tubes and electronics inside. A peek inside the 
window reveals a circuit board with the wbcs surrounded 
by many parrs and t\vo mysterious cylinders of wire and 
magnets that must be the impedance conveners. 

This amp is JUST plain fun, because the sound JUST seems 
SO much bigger than the amp! This amp spent time in my 
office driving a rair of Dynaco A-lO's, in my bedroom 
driving a pair 0 Grado SR-60 headphones, and in my liv
ing room rocking with my Khorns. Bass was well dam pro 
and controlled and there was enough power for most 
applications and for most musical tastes. Head bangers 
and hopelessly inefficient speakers need not apply! 

Best of all it makes music! This amp sounds different 
than other tube amps I have auditioned, and it certainly 
doesn't sound like some �sandy state" amp. lr has a sound 
all its own. It has lots and Jors of detail and dynamics but 
there is no hint of single-ended bloom. The sound is fasr 
and clean like a more conventional, high quality push-pull 
amp. 

And at first 1 thought it sounded a little too lean and 
clinical. I changed Out the supplied jan/Philips l2AT7s 
with some JJ brand l lATTs and the amp warmed Up 
nicely with no loss of derail. With the new A17's in place, 
the amp was a joy to listen ro. I bet more could be accom
plished with a nice pair of NOS 6SN7's which are used as 
push-pull OUtput tubes in this amp (Chinese 6SNTs are 
supplied). 
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While the amp is certainly balanced and doesn't highlight 
any portion of the frequency range, it has impressive bass 
depth and clarity at least through large efficient speakers 
and headphones. This is where the Micro ZOTL sounds 
way bigger than ir should. Small amps typically have either 
weak anemic bass, or Aoppy, muddy, fuzzy bass. Not so the 
Micro ZOTU Through my headphones and Khorns the 
bass nOtes of Mighty Mighty Fine (Down To The Bone, 
Atlantic Records) were dear and thunderous. The bass was 
cleaner and more muscular than when played through my 
8-wpc 3008 amp perhaps because there is no transformer 
core to saturate. Connected to a pair of Klipsch RF-7 loud
speakers the bass response was nothing shoer of spectacular! 
When I have tried re run complex music through other 
very low-powered amps and bookshelf speakers, rhe result 
has been mush. To my delight, the Micro ZOTL was very 
composed playing orchestral music through the Oynaco A-
1 0's which are not the most efficient speakers around. I did 
notice [hat the sound was not as dynamic as when the amp 
was playing through rhe Khorns or headphones, bur it did 
make the A-IO's sing. As I turned up the volume, the amp 
remained very musical, never sounding shouty or like it 
was running our of gas. Only at rhe very limits of the vol
ume control did il start re sound compressed. Few amps 
have this level of composure when pushed hard. This cer
rainly would be a great amp for the den or office! 

With rhe headphones, the amp presented a nice open 
space around the music. Through the Khorns, the sound
stage was good, but through the RF-Ts, the soundstage was 
wide and deep, extending beyond the speakers and the 
back wall of my living room - very cool! 

This is the most flexible, musical amp I have had the 
pleasure to review. It is compatible with headphones and all 
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reasonably efficient speakers. Add to this the convenience 
of light weight and the ability re run on 12VOC power. 
and the result is an amp that can provide real tube sound 
almosr anywhere! 

Micro WTL 
Dynamic Range 
4.' 

Tt:msparcncy 
4 

Frequency Exfension 
, 

Dimensionality Pace and Rh)'lhm Musical ln\'o).-cmem 

4.5 4 4.2� 

The scale is I 10 S wilh a score of 5 being Ibe very bUI 

Overall Rating: 4.5 

Specifications: 
MSRP, 5750 
Output Power: I watt per channel 
Tube Complement: 2) 1 2ATTs, 2) 6SN7's 
Hum and noise: 60mV RMS or 90dS below full Output 
(20Hz-20kHz). 
Carrier: -50dS (250kHz). 
Current draw from 12V dc source: 2.1A. 
Power consumption from ac power source: 33W. 
Power outpur with 4-ohm load: l W, 1 % THO. 
Size: 30.5cm (12 inches) wide, 1 1 .5cm (4.5 inches) high, 
14.6cm (5.75 inches) deep, not including connectors, con
trols and feet. Add 5cm re height and 3cm to depth for 
these. 
Net weight: J .8kg (4Ib). 

Finish: Aluminum case {colors: blue, 
red, dark olive-brown} with window. 
David Berning Co. 

12430 McCrossin Lane 
Potornac, MD, 20854 
301-926-3371 
www.davidberning.com 

Test System Componenu: 
Jolida JO 603 CO player with Mullard 
<;V4004 tubes in the analog output sec
tlon 
Dynaco A-IO's, Klipschorns, Klipsch 
RF-7, Grado SR-60 Headphones 
Homebrew fine wire speaker cables 
using three strands of 30-awg silver
coated copper wire in a kynar jacket 
TEK LI E PC - 1 2  Signature power 
cords for both the amp and CD p:ayer 
VSE Super Clear interconneCtS 
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Radio Craftsmen 
C500 Amplifiers 
#2 Vintage Hi-Fi Series 
By Charlie Kittleson c2003 All Rights Reserved 

In the mid 1940s, many CIs who st:rved in the 
European Thcarcr experienced live classical and chamber 
music for the first time in their lives. This created an 
imerest in the finer things in life, such as fine music repro� 
duction in the home. Unfortunately, most home radios 
and 78 RPM records offered very litde in the way of high
fidelity reproduction. Typical radios afrhat era had type 
6F6G. 4 1  or 42 tubes in a cheap output stage driving a 
low quality Output transformer and a low fidelity 6 to 10-
inch elecno-dynamic speaker. Most sets had a frequency 
response of 100 to 5,OOOHz--parhcric by today's hi-fi per
formance standards. Many of the lower qualiry �high
fideliry" radios and phonographs had cheesy-sounding fal
sified bass and anenuated highs. And in the 19405, after 
tWO decades of generally higher quality sets, manufacturing 
standards fell to a new low due to materials scarcity and 
the advent of "value engineering." 

Most existing tube amps wen: mainly PA grade with low 
qualiry OutpUt transformers. There were few, if any. high 
quality tube amplifiers or preamps designed for fine record 
reproduction. Many music enthusiasts opted to build their 
own tube amp based on the 1947 D.T.N. Wil!iamson arri
cle otiginally published in Wireless World. However, most 
people did nO( have the skills or the time for DIY. so a 

ncw market was created for plug
and-play tube ampli

fication for the 
home. 

1952 Craftsmen C 500 

c . 0 0  A M .. L 

The growing home audio 
market attracted sevcral 
entrepreneurs such as 
Avery Fisher. Hermon H. 
Scott, Harry Ashley 
(EICO), Frank McIntosh, • 

Saui Marann and many ... 
others. John Cash man, for-

F • • • 

merly an executivc with 
Hallicrafters Radio 
Company, saw the oppor
tuniry for selling home 
audio and television equip
ment and founded Radio 
Craftsmen in 1947. 
Cashman located the 
Craftsmen factory in a twO 
Story brick building at 
4401 Norrh Ravenswood 
Ave in North Chicago near 
the "EL" commuter-train 
tracks. They were in the 
same neighborhood as E H 
Scon Radio LaboratOries, the prcmier radio manufacturer 
for the elite and wealthy in the 1 9305. Also nearby were 
the Haldorrsen and Stanco! elccrrical transformer plants. 

Ed Miller was one of the first engineers re work for 
Craftsmen. Ed received his elecuical engineering degree 
from the Universiry of Cincinnati in 1943 and was a radio 
hobbyist with a Strong imerest in FM technology. During 
his career, he worked for Stewan-Warner. US Navy 
Ordinance as a laboratory engineer, and in General 
Electric's research labs. He joined Radio Craftsmen of 
Chicago. Illinois in 1 947 as an electrical engineer. Within 
a few years, he was promoted to vice president and direc
tor of engineering. Hc was the driving force for the com
pany's manufacture of high-fideliry tuners and amplifiers. 
In the early-to-mid-1950s, Radio Craftsmen \V3.S among 
the largest producers of FM tuners, with Fisher Radio as 
their main competition. The RC-1 was Radio Craftsmen's 
first FM runer. It, along with the matching lO-wart RC-2 

push-pull 6V6 power amplifier, were made on beau
tifully chromc-plated chassis. 

Another famous audio pioneer who worked for 
Radio Craftsmen was Sid Smith, who did moS[ 
of the design work on the C 500 amplifiers. Sid 
went re work for Ed Miller in early 1950 and 
immediately started working on amplifier and 
transformer design. In April of 1 9 5 1 ,  he com
pleted the design of the RC-! 0 AM/FM tuner 
preamp which was extremely popular. In addi
tion, he designed the C 400 - 6V6 pp amp. the 
C 10 am/fm tuner and the 5- watt 6W6 amp 
designed for use with [he chrome-plated 
Craftsmcn TV chassis. 

When I interviewed Sid in 1997, he men
tioned that he bcgan work on the C 500 amp 
design in 195 J .  The goal was to come up with a 
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design that had stable outpUt with fe<=d
back. A significant component of the C 
500 was the output transformer design. 
Sid told me that Herb Keroes of 
Acrosound taught him how to spec our 
a transformer for a given circuit. 
Eventually, the design was finalized and 
Stancor was chosen to produce the out
put transformer. 

Sid left Radio Craftsmen in 1954 and 
went to New York to pursue a career as 
an opera singer. Between rehearsals and 
performances, he answered a help-want
ed ad for a draftsman. I t  was of course, 
Saul Marann who was looking for a 
draftsman. The rest, as they say, is histo
ry. Sid later designed the Marantz Model 
2. 5, 8, 8B and 9 amps, Model 3 
crossover, Model 6 stereo adapter. and 
the 7C audio consolette. He was also 
involved in the design of the fabulous 
Marann Model 1 0  and lOB FM tuners along with Dick 
Sequerra and Saul Marann. 

Craftsmen C 500 ($99 suggested retail) 
The first of the larger Craftsmen amps was introduced 

in late 1951 .  Dubbed an Ultra-Fidelity Amplifier, the C 
500 was a IO-watt RMS, pure Class A Williamson-rype 
design. To quote Craftsmen's original ad copy: 

"Ultra-rlddity is a n�w concept in audio amplifier 
performance previously fOund only in the research 
laboratory. With an U[tra-Fidtlity amplifia, har
mouic and oth�r types of distortion either approach 
the poiut of vanishing or are truly negligible over the 
�ntire range foom 20 to 20,000 cps. In ord�r to 
maintain excellence throughout this range, the com
plele frequency range of an Ultra-Fidelity amplifier 
must be considerably wider than the audio range. The 
Craftsmen 500 amplifier now brings Ultra-Fidelity 
foom th� res�arch laboratory to th� home. 
The use of au Ultra-Fidelity amplifier eliminates 
compleu!; the audio power amplifier foom b�ing a 
source oJ distortion in a home musi� !lst�m. In addi
tion to this, an Ultra-fld�/ity amplifter, because of its 
excellent damping characteristics, can reduce transient 
distortions in the speaku system. These outstanding 
p�rfOnnance characteristics may be clearly and practi
cally demonstrated to the listener by providing low lis
ttningfotigu� and by recreating an intangibfr effect 
of "presence" approaching concert-hall realism. " 

The C 500 circuit direct-coupled th� first AF stage 
(onc-half of a 6SN7)(O a split-load phas� inven�r (the 
OIher {fiode of the 6SN7) which was RC coupled to a 
6SN7 push-pull driver. The driver was RC coupled to a 
KT66 push-pull OUtput smge. Matched pairs of British 
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C 500 under chassis 

• • R 5 

KTGG rubes were used because they had higher triode OUt
put capabilities than 807s or 6L6s. They were also chosen 
because of rheir lower plate impedance. Feedback was 
taken from the 16-ohm tap of the Output transformer and 
was fed to the cathode of the first 6SN7 triode through a 
G8pf capacitor and a 4.7K resistor for approximately 20dB 
of negative f�edback. Basically, a subtly refined 
Williamson design. 

The following quote from a 1954 Craftsmen product 
brochure describes how well the C 500A ampli fier han
dled phase and rransient response: 

« Since an analysis of th� wav�-shapes encountered in 
music and speech shows a preponderance of sharply 
peaked and suep-sided wave /rants, high fidelity 
audio equipment must be capable of duplicating th�se 
wave-shapes faithfully and without originating addi
tional transient signals. Excellent square-wave 
T(sponse has been accomplished in the C 500 by foL
lowing video amplifiu design techniques that requiT( 
an excellent phase r�sponse characuristic as well as a 
good foequency responS( for beyond the audio sp�c
/rUm. In this amplifier, the excellent phase response 
showing I(SS lhan J 5 degrees shift at the �xtremes of 
the audio range has made possible almost perfect 
duplicatioll oJ square-waves as low as 20 cps or as 
high as 20,000 cps with practically no transient tails 
or ringing that might mar musical reproduction. " 

The large potted ourpUt transform�r was meticulously 
designed by Sid Smith for best square wave performance, 
maximum fidelity and superb frequency response. It fea
tured interleaved windings, 25mHy leakage inductance, 
120Hy primary inductance and full Output power from 
10Hz (0 50KHz. Core materials and windings were mad� 
with the finest available materials and utmost quality con
trol. According re Sid, Stancor made this transformer for 
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Craftsmen. There were (Wo versions of {he transformer, 
onc with square corners and a later one with rounded 
corners (made primarily by Stancor, and in some cases by 
other firms.) Over 12 years ago, John Acwood (former 
VTV Technical Editor), evaluated dozens of classic tube 
amplifier transformers and compared their performance 
to each other. The Craftsmen C 500 outpUt transformer 
rested with minimal ringing and Qumanding frequency 
response, yielding superb square wave response. 

Beefy and well designed, the C 500 rower supply had 
twO filter chokes and a 4uf@ SOOV oi cap to flhcr rhe 
high voltage (445 VDC) to the cenrer tap of the OUlpm 
transformer. A dua140uF @ SOOV electrolytic capacitor 
provided filtered DC [0 the front�end of the amp. The 
power transformer was similar in specification to a 
Stancor PC8412 with a secondary winding of 840V cen� 
ter tap rated at 145mA. Most of these original power 
transformers failed, due either to poor quality or shorted 
filter capacitors. Most C 500s I have seen have had the 
power transformer replaced with a PC8412 or Chicago 
PV�200. Finally, a 5V4G rectifier tube provided the DC 
rectification. 

Cosmetics of rhe C 500 were quite appealing with a 
beautifully chrome�plated chassis, auractive engraved 
nomenclature tags and aesthetica[Jy�pleasing component 
layout. According to Hal Cox, a Bay Area hi�fi historian, 
Craftsmen was inspired to chrome plate their chassis by 
nearby £. H. Scon Radio Company, who made beautiful 
chrome�plated radios during the 1930s and early pos[�war 
period. 

INSTALLATION and 

SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS 

THE 

cra tsmen SODA  
ULTRA FIDELITY 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
POWER OUTPUT, I S  w4ttt muimum. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE, + 0.1 db .. 20 ep�, to 20.000 eps. 
+ 2 db" 5 ep�, to 100.000 eps. 

POWER RESPONSE, 12.5 w,lts. + I db., 1 0  cp�, to 50.000 
'P'-

PHASE SHIFT, + 1 5  degrees. 20 eps. to 20,000 eps. 

TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION, Less than O.IY. at 1 0  
wath at mid.freqs. 

INTERMODULATION DISTORTION: Lcn than OSI. at 1 0  
watb (<<I & 12.000 eps.: -4/q 
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1954 Craftsme" C 500A 

Each of the 500�series amps 
carried a stamped serial number on 
the fronr idenrification tag . .5id told me 
that C 500 amps began with the serial number E 100 I 
and production ended with E 6XXX or thereabouts with 
the C 500A amplifier. So essentially, that means that 
between 5,000 and 6,000 C 500s and C SODAs were built. 
Craftsmen amps were extremely popular and were featured 
in custom, builr�in systems shown in many 19505 audio� 
phile books and magaz.ines. 

HUM AND NOISE LEVEL: 90 db. below rated output. 

SENSITIVITY: 1.5 volb. rms. input for rated output. 
OVERALL GAIN: 70 db. (-470.000 o�m input resistanee) 
DAMPING FACTOR: 32:1 
OUTPUT INTERNAL IMPEDANCE: 0.5 ohm on 16 o�m tap 
OUTPUT LOAD IMPEDANCE, 8 and 1 6  o�ms nominal 
POWER CONSUMPTION: 105.125 volb, 60 epl-, 125 watts 
TUBE COMPLEMENT: 6SN7GTA amp. & inVErter. 6SN7GTA 

push-pull driver, (2) KT66 power output. SU4G redirlCr. 
OVERAll DIMENSIONS: 8 in. x 13'h in . .It 7'h in, high 
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 25 Ibs. 
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Craftsmen C 500A ($99 suggested retail) 
In late 1953. Craftsmen introduced the C SOOA, an 

upgraded model of [he original C 500. Generally, the cir
cuit was similar with the same tube complement except for 
rhe 5U4G rectifier that repl3ced the original 5V4G. Plate 
voltage was upped another 10 volts and the 4uf oil cap was 
eliminated. The dual 40uF @500V can-type filter cap was 
relocated under the chassis. A larger 2SHy filter choke was 
added to the top of the chassis. Damping factor was 
increased to 32 and output power rating was increased to 
IS-wattS RMS. The output uansformers used were mainly 
rhe rounded-edge Stancor rypes with the same specifica
tions and ratings as rhe C 500 amplifier. The power trans
former was changed to a beefier one that was the equiva
lem of a $tancor PC8414 with 1 128V center tap at 150mA 
rating. 

SI?e.cifications of the C 500A were +0.1 db from 20 to 
20kHz with total harmonic diS[Qrrion of less than 0.1 % at 
ID wans. 

Craftsmen C 550 
By 1954, the home hi-fa market was getting crowded. 

Ahec, EICO, Fisher, Grommes, Heathkit, Mdntosh, 
Maranrz, H.H. Scott and dozens of other companies were 
all producing tube mono integrated and power amplifiers. 
In addition, less efficient speakers such as the AR-I (often 
paired with Janzen Electrostatics) and others were showing 
up in the marketplace. 1 5  wans was no longer enough for 
many bookshelf speakers of the period. Craftsmen 
answered the call with the C 550, an uprated amp produc
ing 30 watts RMS. This amr was designed by Bob 
Grodinski who took Sid SmIth's place as design engineer of 
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amplifiers at Craftsmen in 1954. An UhraJinear Output 
transformer took the place of the original larger C 500 
iron. It is nor known who made [his transformer, although 
it is most likely Stancor as it is similar in specification to 
the Stancor A-B072 Ultralinear replacement output trans
former. This amp also used a B+ delayed rum-on via a 
slow warm up, GO second thermo-relay tube to preserve the 
cathodes on the KTGGs. 

Additional features on the C 550 included the use of a 
single terminal board to mount most of the capacitors and 
resistors. One choke in the power supply was eliminated 
and the power transformer was dowtlsizcd to an S20V cen
tet-tap rated ar J40mA. 

Repair and Restoration 
C 500s are very simple in design and easy to work on. 

The point-to-poinr wiring and open chassis make it easy to 
replace any component. They are built like classic cars from 
the 1950s, lots of heavy iron and chrome. 

The power transformers on a 500 is usually blown and 
replaced with an aftermarket unit. If you get a 500 with a 
blo�n power transformer, there are close replacements 
available from Hammond or Schumacher. They will be 
cosmetically different and most likely smaller, but will do 
the job. Or, you can get the original transformer rewound. 

Chrome chassis have a way of attracting dust. When the 
dust gets caked on, then damp or wet, the chrome will 
rust. Many dusty old Craftsmen amps wound up being 
stored in damp garages or basements. If you arc lucky, you 
may find one that has good chrome. 
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Th(: coupling caps can easily be replaced with whatever 
you choose. I have used everything from old Sprague 
Vitamin Qs, to Audicaps to lCMWR Illinois meralized 
polypropylcne caps. You have to experiment around re 
find our what your preferences are. The elecrrolytics 
should be replaced, but the 4 uF@6QOY tubular oil cap 
only on the C 500 (not the C SODA) will generally test 
OK. Do not add morc than 50% additional electrolytic 
capacitance value. because it can rob from the mid and 
high frequency response and overtax the rectifier tube. 

How Do They Sound? 
The C 500 is onc of rhe finest sounding early 19505 

tube amps. Use of KT66s in rriode connection, beefy 
6SN7 from-end, along with an outstanding Output trans
former make for superb 3-dimensional realism. Even by 
today's standards, the C 500 is clear, sweet and has superb 
musicallerformance. They match perfecdy with speakers 
designe at the same time, such as efficient Tannoys, 
BO'f.aks, Altec 6045, Klipschorns, EV and University com
ponent speakers. e(C. They are perfect for any horn-type 
speaker setup. You can even USe them for bi-amp or tri
amp horn systems. 

The Craftsmen amps are very solid and excellent-sound
ing amps. The only weakness is lhe power transformer 
which is generally replaced. Note rhar the C 500 putS Out 
about 10 wans and the C 500A purs out about 1 5  wans 
due to higher plare voltages. 
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The Beginning of the End 
By 1955, the home audio marker was getting crowded 

with over 60 companies, large and small, producing tube 
amps, tuners, etc. Craftsmen was having problems with 
their disuibution system that was mainly retail outlets and 
mail order houses like Allied Radio, Lafayene Radio, 
Newark Radio, ere. They briefly tried [Q bypass the retail 
dealer and catalog houses and sdi directly to customers by 
mail, but this aHempr failed and they went our of business 
in late 1955. The Radio Craftsmen business and name 
were sold [Q a company in Los Angeles later that year. 
They concentrated on integrated amplifiers such as the 
Solitare and receivers such as the Stradivarius of the "flat" 
design. This company's products were cheaply made and 
they later failed. 

By that time, Sid Smith had left the company for 
Marantz and Ed Miller starced Sherwood with a group of 
engineers from Elrad, a coil manufacturer in Chicago. 
Sherwood was the name they chose, as it was the name of 
rhe suburb that Ed Miller lived in. We will cover rhe s[Qry 
of Sherwood in a future issue ofVTV. 
Thanlts to Hal Cox of Mill Valky, 01. John &ltlnnd ofPalo Alto, 
CA and furl Yarrow of Nnvman, 01 for rh�jr QUislantt with this 
aTtjd�. 
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Clinic 

We hove over 65 years of combined tube 
audio service and restoration experience. 
-High·End Tube Audio Repair and Service - All Makes 
-Vintage Tube Hi-Fi Repair and Restoration - All Makes 
-Vintage and Boutique Guitor Amplifier Repair 
-Precison FM Tuner Alignment 
-Pro-Audio Vintage and Modern Gear Service 
·Custom Designs and Performance Upgrades 

VTV Tube Audio Clinic, a division of VTY, will restore your tube 
equipment in a professionol manner with no hassles or delays. 

NEW! I We now have a Boy Area Location 
Call for more details or visit our websile at 

www.vacuumtube.com 
707-263-5881 

triode@vacuumtube.com 
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The Ultimate 
pp KTSS Amp 
By John Ecklond �OO3 All Rights Reserved 

Lots of people like to talk about quality. Nothing gets 
morc lip service, especially in high-cnd audio. Yet the actu
al quality of tube amplifiers sold to dIe public today is lit
erally all over the map. Some of the best-selling amps on 
today's market have overly-complicated circuit designs and 
poor quality output transformers. You would never discov
er that by reading the mass-market journals--thcy arc in 
the advcrrising business. nO[ the quality audio business. 

I decided to cry building a tube hi-fi amp that would 
give any other type [he toughest competition. In shon, 
this amplifier project is without compromise. As F.u as a 
new design. we decided that "new" was an over-used tcrm. 
So we rerurned ro the original classic--the D. T. N. 
Williamson circuit. In Ihis case, the design ori�ina(ed in 
an article in the December 1955 issue of Radlo
Eltlctrollics magazine authored by David Hafler of 
Dynaco. At the time, (here was a push within the small 
high-fidelity community for higher power, to deliver maxi
mum fidelity. Speakers with low efficiency, such as the 
Acoustic Research AR-l and the early KLH acoustic-sus
pension designs, called for at least 30 wattS. The timing 
was perfect, since the Tung-Sol 6550 had JUSt been inrro
duccd--allowing more than 40 wattS from twO tubes, with 
low distOrtion and without the expense of using transmit
ting tubes. 

The lllOg-Sol 6550 was (he first of its type--a ruggedized 
beam power [enode with combined plate and screen dissi
pation of wearer than 40 wattS, intended especially for 
audio service. Tung-Sol's original ratings for push-pull 

6550s gave triode-connection power output of28 watts, or 
up to 100 watts Output in [errode connection with plate 
voltage at 600 volts. The 1955 article applied this new 
tube ro the classic Williamson design, using twO 6SN7s as 
drivers and a 5U4GB rectifier. The original article also 
specified twO of the best audio output transformers avail
able at the time. either the Oynaco A-430 or the awesome 
Acrosound TO-330. 

Our 2 1st-century version is built to the beSt classic stan
dards, since it is obvious that tube amplifier designs 
matured with the Williamson circuit (and have apparently 
not improved much since then). The best available Output 
transformer was selected, the Plilron 4142. It has the ideal 
4200-ohm plate-to-plate load. and allows Ulrralinear con
nection. which we took advamage of. After much testing 
and research, I feel that this Plitron toroidal transformer is 
easily the equal of the costly and rare Acro TO-330, if not 
its better. Perhaps some "vintage snobs" will disagree, but 
they will have no factS to base their objections on. The 
small-signal frequency response of the Plirron easily 
exceeds 100 kHz, putting it in VERY rarified territory. 
Original Acrosounds sometimes reach that neighborhood, 
but not always! 

We chose to use Svedana KT88s for a simple reason-
they are the best such tube currently available. Unlike 
other modern 6550s or KT88s, we observed no bias drift 
with the Svetlanas, while they also met the original KT88 
specifications. No electrolytic capacitors are used, only 
high-quality oil-filled or film rypes. If the circuit is conser
vative (and this one certainly is), and the plate supply is 
adequately filtered, electronic regulation is unnecessary, 
and only adds reliability disadvantages. Again, there are 
snobs who will claim otherwise, with no real justification. 

The prototype amplifiers were buih on Plitron's massive 
aluminum chassis with built-in metering or cathode cur
rent for both tubes. The KT88s operate at 5 1 5  volts, 
idling at 45 mA each, with individual fixed-bias adjust
ments for each tube (a necessity). Instead of bowing to the 
bizarre practice of huge coupling capacitors, we stuck with 
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0.22 uF types of high quality 
(Illinois Capacitor ICMWR), 
because 0.22 uF is just enough, 
and is unlikely ro cause self.induc· 
ranee problems or "mororboating" 
oscillation. Excellent grounding is 
accomplished with solid silver buss 
bars. 

iXYS FRED rectifiers (1 1 amp 
@1 200V) were used in preference 
to Uibe rectifiers, both because 
modern FREDs are capable of per
formance equal [0 or bener than 
any tube rectifier, and because 
bridge rectification is difficult to 
accomplish with tubes. The driver 

-

FlIEO _ 1201)t 
., 

•• 

is the classic phase cathodync cir
cuit with split-load phase invener. [ 
feel that the complex phase invert-

Figure 2: power supply for Eckland-Plltron KT66 power amp. 

ers used in modern amplifiers arc 
unncressary, IF a very linear U1be is 
used--such as the 6SN7GT. The finished amplifiers easily 
produced 50+ watts with no visible clipping, from 20 I-Iz 
to 20 kl-lz. 

As the original article explained, the 6550 offered clean 
sound and less muddiness in "heavy passages." Because it 
could produce the extra power, a 6550 amp had extra sra� 
biliry margin, giving "instantaneous recovery on percus
sive sounds and translucent, smooth listening on high-fre
quency suing and wind insnumenrs. Small transient 
sounds, such as tambourines, assume different spatial 

Z.8SH7GT 
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--------

positions; possibly because the low phase shift does nOl 
disturb the harmonic pauern of complex, non-repetitive 
tones. The total effect is gre.ater naturalness, and less 
impression of recorded sound." (Remember, they were 
talking aboUl a monophonic system here.) That accurately 
sums up the sound we observed with these amplifiers. 1 
would say that they perform as well as ANY vintage hi-fi 
amp I have ever heard. 

A lpuial thankI to Plitron Tral'liformer Company for their auil
lance with this project. 

Figure 1 :  schematic of Eckland-Plitron KT88 power amp. 
AI .......... ar. 2 WMI� �,opoIiIioo, t)"pH.-pI as noted . 
.... � .... 600< IIm OI� t)"pH ucepI" noIed. 
AHisIOIs .... "'eel • ar. MIecIed 10 fO\lld'o wItI'in ,� �------
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6 5 50jKT8 8  
Shootout: H i  Fi 
By Charlie Kittleson �OO3 All Rights Reserved 

We did our first article on 6550s and KT88s in vrv 
Issue #6 and now several new versions of these tubes are 
available. Since this issue is dedicated to 65505 and KT88 
tubes, a serious listening evaluation was in order. $0 wc 
gathered a group of tubc audio emhusiasts from the Bay 
Area to have a listen to both NOS and new types. 
Included in the session were Scan Frankland, John 
Eckland, Brian Hartsell, Jeff Stevens, Richard K07.icki and 
Ben Reginato. 

Brian Hartsdl graciously allowed us to use the Analog 
Room in San Jose for our afternoon of tube evaluations. In 
case you don't know, the Analog Room (1416 Fruitdale 
Ave., San Jose, CA 408-971 -6158) is a paradise for LP 
record collectors as well as the best place in Silicon Valley 
for high-end tube audio gear and service. 

Our reference system included the following: an 80 wpc 
Air Tight ATM·2 pp KT88 power amp with a {Ube from 
cnd using a 1 2AX?, 12AU7 and a 12BH7; Air Tight ATe-
1 tube yreamp; Air Tight ATH-2 Moving Coil Step Up 
Unit; Quad 989 Dual Panel Electrostatic Speakers; 
Clearaudio Maximum Solution turntable, Graham 2.2 
tont': arm; Koetsu Onyx Platinum MC phono camidge; 
Shunyata Lyra interconnects; and Shunyata Aries speaker 
cables. The sticker price on this super system was about 
$55,000! 

We chose to use high-quality vinyl for our listening ses· 
sion including reissue discs of Miles Davis doing So W1)Qt 
from the Kinda Blue album; Michael Rabin performing 
Pagllllini COllcerto #1 in D Major, and a pure vocal of 
Sam Cook from the N;g!Jtbeat album singing 'Lost a"d 
Look;,..' 

-
Air ,gM ATM-

The system was synergistically matched for a musical, yet 
high-resolution sound allowing subtle differences in tube 
sonies [0 be very evident. In addition, che Air Tight ATM-
2 was a good challenge foc. the tubes with over 550 volts of 
B+ on the plates. The amp also had adjustable bias for each 
[Ube and a bias balance control for each channel. All of the 
tubes, both new and NOS, were closely matched for plate 
current and transconducrance within 2 to 5% with our 
Maxi·Matcher Digital Tube Matcher. 

We rated the tubes on a scale of onc to five. with five 
being the best. Tubes were rat(:d subjectively in the follow
ing categories: coloration, dynamic range, transparency, 
frequency extension, musical involvement, three-dimen
sionaliry, and pace and rhythm. Reviewers were able to add 
their comments to any rating. All scores were tabulated 
and averaged for a final numerical score. 

6550 Types 

Chinese 6550A 
China has been producing 6550 types since the 

1980s when they supposedly bought the tooling for 
the Tung-Sol 6550 and starred producing very row 
quality 6550 clones. These babies could rarely han
d le B+ volta�es in excess of 450-475 and often had 
"fireworks dIsplay under glass" in many amps. 
There have been several incarnations and updates of 
the Chinese 6550. The latest rendition, available 
from Magic Parts, Valve Ans and other distributors 
shows significant improvement over earlier versions. 
This version is similar in appearance to the GE 
6550A and by all indications appears to be made to 
higher quality standards .. 

The latest Chinese 6550A biased up well and 
maintained stable bias throughout the test. It also 
handled the 550+ volts from the test amp with no 
problem. Reviewer comments of the tube were: 
neutral, slighdy harsh, dry, louder than the Sovtek 
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6550, smooth, liquid, thin, wide response, excellent trans
parency, great soundstage, controlled bass, and fine sound
ing tube. The total average score for this rube is 3.89 ou[ 
of 5.00, which is higher than the GE 6550A. For those on 
a budget, the Chinese 6550A is a bargain. 

GE 6SS0A 

When GE came out with this tube in 1971,  it was a 
direct competitor to the Tung-Sol 6550. It was used in 
many high-cnd amps from Audio Research, Conrad 
Johnson, VTL, etc. When CE sold off the Owensboro, 
Kentucky tube works (rhe old Ken-Rad plant), much of 
the tOoling was sold to MPD (Microwave Power Devices). 
Since the mid 1980s, MPD manufactured the 6550A built 
to the same specs as the original GE 6550A. These were 
made until 1995, when they ceased production. 

In general, the GE 6550A is a solid tube with great 
dynamic range and extension. They can be slightly harsh 
and up-ftont sounding in some applications. During our 
tests, the GE 6550A seemed to be noticeably louder than 
other 6550s. Reviewer comments included: slightly harsh, 
fat bottom, warm, smooth, clean, high gain, bright highs, 
cool, high and dry, lacks front-to-back delineation. 

Overall score for the GE6550A is 3.78 OUt of 5.0, which 
is the lowest score of the test. This may be because the 
rubes were NOS, right our of the box with no break-in, 
bur it does give us an idea of how they sound. My personal 
experience with GE 6550As is that once they mellow out, 
they sound fine. 

Philips/Sylvania 6550 

In 1 97 1 ,  responding to the demand for 6550-type rubes, 
Phi lips (Sylvania) introduced their version of the 6550. It 
is the smallest in size, compared to other 6550s, and has a 
straight-sided glass envelope. Sonically, the Philips 6550 is 
warmer sounding and more like a super-sized EL34. 

Reviewer commems included: bass a little boomy, spa
cious and deep soundstage, sometimes biting-bur liquid, 
neutral, not involving, smooth and liquid, highs not as 
extended as Tung Sol, a little dry, loud, warm and like a 
big EL34. For somebody who wants a warmer sound with 
less dynamics, the Philips 6550s might be rhe ticket. These 
are scarce now, due to low production, so matched pairs 
and quads are difficult to find. Overall score for the 
Phi lips 6550 is 3.98. 

ReflectorlSvetlana 6550 
Sovtek-branded robes made by the ReflectOr tube works 

in Russia have been available as a low COSt alternative from 
New Sensor since the late 1980s. When the stocks ofGE 
and Tung Sol 6550s starred to dry up, Mike Matthews 
approached the Svetlana (St Petersburg) facwry in 1991 to 
manufacture a 6550 type. Svedana developed and started 
shipping the 6550WA in 1992 with New Sensor as the 
exclusive importer. Then the SverJana factory made a deal 
with R and G International in late 1992 to import 
Svetlana tubes into the United States. Since then, Sovtek 
and EH have had several versions of the 6550 type. 

The latest Reflector version is called the Svetlana 
SV6550C which is similar in appearance to the original 
Svedana SV6550C. It was stable and held bias well. In 
addition, it handled the 550V B+ with ease. This was not 
the case with some of the earlier versions such as the 
Sovtek 6550WE, ere. 

Reviewer commems included: smooth, liquid, mid+bass 
bloom, slightly dry, full, open, natural, plumE' dark, 
opaque, most natural, full bass, like Tung So , recessed 
mids, excellent bass extension, excellent musical involve
ment. Total average score is 3.98. For rhose on a budget, 
the Sovrek/Sverlana SV6550C is reliable and an excellent 
bargain and is competitively priced. 

Svetlana 6550C 
The Svetlana SV6550 has been imported by R and G 

International since 1992 with the Svedana "5" logo. Early 
versions included the 6550B, 6550B�2 (pill getter and 
Rash getter), and 6550B-3 (pill getter), which were not 
reliable. The SV6550C appeared in early 1995 and was 
more successful. The SV6550C was revised in 1997 to 
improve grid alignment (this is the version with large 
square holes in the plate) . The latest version with stamped 
horizontal ridges on the plate appeared in 2001. These 
tubes have the "C" logo in a circle. Svetlana SV6550C 
have been used by most high-end audio manufacturers 
including Audio Research, Cary, Conrad Johnson, etc. 

Reviewer comments for the Svedana SV6550C included: 
liquid, smooth, wide response, excellent transparency, 
highs slightly bright, not as extended as the Tung Sol, wide 
soundstage, excellent detail. slightly compressed, good and 
deep bass, cool and detached, most neutral, sweet, and like 
Tung Sol. Total average score is 4.13. 

Tung Sol 6550 (1963 solid gray plate) 
Tung Sol introduced their 6550 in late 1954 for the 

1955 hi-fi season. This tube was designed specifically for 
high power hi-fi amps such as the Altec 340A and the 
Mclntosh MC60 amplifiers. Many rube manufacturers 
(GE, RCA, Raytheon, etc.), bought 65505 from Tung-Sol 
and relabeled them with their logos. Starting in the mid 
19805, relabeled Chinese 6550s made by Shuguang wefe 
being sold as Tung-Sol 6550s and even KT88s! Somebody 

'-:-" .. Clearaudio Maximum Solution Turntable 
"'"c ',-
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is even selling them in reprinted Amperex (green and yel
low) boxes. A few crooks on Ebay are selling these as origi
nal Tung Sols, so beware, learn [0 tell the difference before 
you buy. 

The Tung Sol 6550 is legendary and has been revered by 
audiophiles since its introduction. In this test, it definitely 
Jived up [0 its reputation. There have been many variations 
(black plate, tOP getter, �ray plate, triple getter, etc.); for 
more detail on this sce Eric Barbour's article on page 4. 
Many claim the earliest (1955) black plare top-getter lung 
Sol 6550s have a warmer sound and better tone. 
Unfortunately, I was not able [0 match up a set of the 
black plate types fOf this test. I was able to closely match 
up some early 1960s with triple getters and solid gray 
plates. This set was near NOS and adequately broken in. 

Reviewer comments included: liquid, beautiful, natural, 
dark, warm and smooth, sweet, seamless from top-to-bot
tom, excellent extension, very involved sound, excellent 
pace and rhythm, extremely accurate, and entirely satisfac
tofy dynamic range. The Tung Sol 6550 is, without a 
doubt, the tOp 6550 with an overall score of 4.77. In case 
you haven't noticed, they arc getting scarce and the prices 
are going up, so don't wait tOO long [0 get your personal 
stash. 

KT88 Types 

Genalex (MO-V) KT88 
The granddaddy of all KT88s is the MO Valve KT88 

that was originally introduced in 1957. Oril$inai versions 
had more of an "ST" shape, similar [0 the "lung 50J 6550. 
The first hi-fi amps to use them were the Leak TL-50+ 
and the Dynaco Mark Ill. Later, they were used in 
Mclntosh MC75s, MC275, Harman-Kardon Citation 2s, 
etc. There are a few different versions of the KT88 includ
ing the top getter only, triple getter, smoked bottle (early 
1960s), etc. MO Valve KT88s were sold under different 
labels including Genalex, Emitron, MO Valve, Mullard, 
ete. They are designed to have up to 800V on the plates 
and are extremely well made. 

Reviewer comments included: big and open sound, liq
uid, relaxed, gorgeous timbres, huge sound, best mid clari
ry, beaury returns, accurate dynamics, perfect frequency 
extension, rich tones, vibrant details, perfect pace and 
rhythm, sfacious three-dimensionality and reference quali
ty. Overal score was a 4.87, the top-rated tube of the test. 
MO-V KT88s are already scarce, and finding matched 
pairs, yet alone quads, will be costly. But if you want the 
best, rhe MO-V KT88 is your ticket. 

JJ KT88 
The JJ KT88 is one of the newest KT88 offererings. 

Initially developed by Tesla and Aspen Pittman in the mid-
1990s, this tube was offered in clear, blue, and red glass 
versions. Since JJ bought the Tesla factory a few years ago, 
qualiry, reliability and sound quality have improved dra
matically. This is a well-made and reliable tube that holds 
stable bias and handles high voltage well. 

Reviewer comments included: smooth, liquid, clear, full
bodied dynamics, tight bass, detailed musical involvement, 
deep and naTUral sound stage, excellent pace and rhythm, 
nice highs and bass, top KT88! sweet and liquid, and awe
some musical involvement. Total average score is 4.63 
which is the highest of all the currem production KT88s. 
The JJ KT88 is a best buy and highly recommended by 
VTV 

Sovtek KT88EH 
This is a new version of the Reflector KT88 and appears 

to be very well-built. Its glass shape is similar to the origi
nal MO Valve KT88 with noticeably thicker glass. The 
tube held stable bias and was able to handle [he relatively 
high plate voltage of the Air Tight amp. 

Reviewer comments included: smooth, liquid, wide 
dynamic range, excellent transparency, not veiled, deep 
and clear bass, recessed midrange, open and detailed 
sound, deep and wide soundstage, clean articulation, lean, 
dark, easy to listen to, neutral, similar to other Russian 
tubes, ete. Total average score is 4.16 for the Sovtek 
KT88EH. The Sovtek KT88EH is another good tube for 
low cost applications rhat require a require a reliable tube. 

Svetlana KT88 
According to Eric Barbour, the 5VKT88 was originally 

developed in 1998-2000 by 5vedana for McIntosh for use 
in their MC2000 150 wrc power amplifier. They a tube 
that was stable, powerfu and had the same characteristics 
as the original MO Valve high vacuum, the final version 
KT88 was a huge success when it was introduced. 

Reviewer comments included: turgid low bass, clear tre
ble, bright frequency extension, vivid transparency, plumy 
low bass, slightly zippy, smooth and liquid, bass nO[ as 
tight as Tung Sol, excellent mids and highs, bass bloom, 
detailed musical involvement, deep three-dimensionaliry, 
etc. Total average score is 4.09. The Svetlana KT88 is a 
very good tube for most applications that require a KT88 
or 6550. 
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6550/KT88 Shoot Out for Hi-Fi 

'UDe 'ype 

Liq'", 4.66 
N;;;;;': D;� 

4.61 4.67 4 89 '.89 '.89 4.77 
EO KT90 1999 4.7 4.46 4.44 4.54 4.54 '.5 •. " 

��h��' ��=-���=-�=-���� 
Gold Lion 1969 4.99 4.87 4.73 4.97 4.8.< 4.74 4.87 

, :H "��_ ���;'4-.' . ..-" +-�'.1J��
4
�

.27
� __ ��� . .--+_� •. .-�_�

4.2 -+_.4' 
..
. 16 � T'�."" ,_�,,", 4.61 4.66 4.46 4.76 4.5 4.79 4.63 

'.16 4.26 '.9 SVKT88 2002 

Ei KT90 

Ei KT90s have been available since about J 990 when 
they were first used by David Manley in VfL amplifiers. 
KT90s are actually a modified 6KG6 sweep tube (minus a 
plate cap) originally designed as a horizontal video amplifi
er in TV sets. Since their introduction in 1990, there have 
been at least three versions of the KT90; but the latest one, 
Type 3, is the most reliable and has the best sonic charac
teristics. In addition, the Type 3 KT90 is electrically com
patible with all 6550 and KT88 applications, while (he 
two earlier versions were not. 

According to a recent email to vrv from (he president 
of Ei in Yugoslavia, the Ei tube factory was never bombed 
and is still producing quality vacuum tubes. KT90s arc 
available from most tube vendors at reasonable prices. 

Reviewer comments included: liquid, smooth, wide 
dynamics, very uansparent, wide frequency extension, 
everything sounds right, perfect pace and rhythm, clean 
and spacious, no grit, really well-balanced, fast, incisive, 
neutral, slightly glassy, right sounding, warm, loud and 
smooth, great resolution, deep bass and very 3-0 sound
ing. Total average score for the Ei KT90 is 4.52 which is 
excellent - the fourth highest score of the shoot out. These 
tubes arc available for about (he same price or less than 
mOSt KT88s. The Ei KT90 is rated as a BEST VALUE and 
highly recommended. 

4.09 

Conclusion 
The Tung-Sol 6550 was voted the Best 6550 of the 

shoot Out. This tube was made from 1954 until the late 
19705 when [he Tung-Sol (aewry in Newark, New Jersey 
dosed. It had several variations, which are described in 
greater detail in Eric Barbour's article starting on page 4. 

The Genalex KT88 was voted the Best KT88 and the 
Best Tube of the Shoot Out. This tuhe did everything 
right. It had the magic of live music with huge tone, 
vibrancy and correct timbres. It lives up to its weJ[· 
deserved reputation as king of the KT88s. 

The Ei KT90 was voted the Best Value of the shoot out. 
Reviewer comments included: wide dynamics, very trans
parent, deep and wide soundstage. Tt was liked by all the 
reviewers and many considered sonic characteristics on par 
with the Tung-Sol 6550. 

The 11 KT88 was voted the Best New KT88 of the 
shoot Out and is also a KT88 Best Buy. It was musical, 
powerful and had great dynamics. 

If you try (his yourself, your results may vary. However, 
you will have fun and learn something. 

Thanks to N(w S(nsor, Cl:: Distribution and Magic Parts. 
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6 5 50/KT88 
Shootout: Guitar 
By Charlie KiHleson co2003 All Righh Reserved 

For the mOSt part, 65505 and KT88s are not used in gui
tar amps chese days. Most players prefer the softer break 
up and crunch of 6L6s, 6V6GTs, EL34s, and EL84s. 
65505 were used in 1 9705 and 1980s Marshall and Sunn 
amps as well as the venerable Ampeg SVT bass amps. 
KT88s wefe mated to the awesome 200 watt Marshall 
Majors that Hendrix and other rock artists used in the 
1 9705. It wasn't until fairly recently that there was any 
interest in 6550s and KT88s for guitar amps. With the 
advent of small single-ended guitar amps set up m take 
most octal power tubes, 6550s, KT88s and KT90s have 
found new homes in an electric guitarist's arsenal of tone. 

'tube type, make and vintage are all important compo
nents in guitar mne. Unfortunately, most NOS audio 
tubes are getting more expensive, especially matched pairs 
and quads. However, it is easier and cheaper to find single 
NOS and good used tubes m experiment with. A few years 
ago, Curt Emery of Emery Sound in El Cerrim, CA, intro
duced the Super Baby, an amp that accepts most SAC 
pinour output tubes. Andy Marshall at THD Labs with his 
THD Univalve amp has followed this. And now, even 
Groove Tubes has a single-ended amp that accepts 6V6s, 
5881, EL34s, KT66, KT88, KT90s, 65505 and 6L6s, to 
name a few. 

We were very interested in sampling mOSt of the KT88 
and 6550 types for guitar tOne characteristics, so we con
tacted Andy Marshal! ofTHD and he agreed to send us 
his Univalve SE guitar amp with matching 2-12 inch 
speaker cabinet. The Univalve is extremely popular with 
tone enthusiasts. We found it to be extremely versatile and 
is well made. In fact, at about $ 1000 retail, we were simply 
amazed at the build quality of the amp. 

As luck would have it, wc assembled our cone crew com
prised of local musicians and amp techs. Our tone panel 
consisted of Phil Loarie (resident TOne enthusiast), Ron 
Veil (Uncle SpOt himself), CUrt Emery (amp builder and 
[ech), Greg Cooper (San Francisco jazz and blues session 
player) and yours truly. Curt was so kind as to allow us to 
sample our tube collection in his hillside home with a view 
of the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Greg Cooper served again as our guitar tone maSter. This 
time, however, he brought a guitar store with him; includ
ing a Fender Serat, Cibson ES347. Gibson ES175TD and 
a Gibson Les Paul Performer (double cutaway). Greg 
played in both the clean and overdriven modes using both 
single coil and humbucker pickups, with solid or archrop 
guitars. The Univalve functioned flawlessly and had literal
[y hundreds of potential settings for clean, overdriven and 
other tonal modes. The amp allowed us m quickly change 
settings, power modes and degree of disroHion as well as 
cone settings. Overall, the Univalve is a perfect amp for 
modern and contemporary rock sounds. 

This test was done blind, in that the reviewers did nOt 
know what tube they were listening co. We rated the tubes 
on a scale of one to five, with five being the best. All tubes 
were rated subjectively and objectively by all the reviewers 
for both clean and overdriven modes. Categories of rating 
included: conal coloration, dynamic range, break-up, 
crunch, punch, musicality and overall rating. 

6550 Types 
Chinese 6550A 

The new design 6550 is an improvement over earlier 
types. Many of you may remember the "fireworks in a bot
de� trick that the early coke borde Chinese 6550s dis
played when they went ballistic. This resulted in many 
blown amps, speakers and frustrated amp owners. Well, 
the Chinese have done their homework and are now pro
ducing a stable, great-sounding 6550. It can now handle 
higher plate voltages with stable bias. In this test, it per
formed very well. Most reviewers felt the tube sounded 
quite good in the Univalve. It had musical break-up with 
complex tones and sweet, warm mid range. In the clean 
mode it was chimey and sweet. Overall, a great tube and a 
best buy. These are available from most tube vendors 
including Magic Parrs, Antique Electronic Supply, etc. 

Overall tone rating for clean mode is 3.9 and for distort
ed mode is 3.9. 

GE 6550A 
GE's 6550A found a new home early on in the early 

19705 when Sunn and Ampeg used this tube in their high 
power rock amps. Latet, Marshall used it in their 50 and 
100 watt heads. However, many players complained that 
the tube was hard sounding and did not have the same dis
tortion characteristics of the EL34. One of the reasons 
Marshall may have switched to 6550s was that Mullard 
was winding down their EL34 production and quality 
probably slipped in the mid 1970s. 

In the clean mode, the GE 6550A is dry and thin 
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6550lKT88 Shoot Out for Guitar Amps 
tube works in 
Emporium, [lA and was 
also manufacturing fat 
bottle EL34s and far 
botrle 6L6GCs. The 
Philips 6550 was prob
ably used in early Sunn. 
Ampeg and other 
obscure guitar amps of 
rhe time. We believe 
[hat Philips did nOt 
make many of these 
tubes, as they are hard 
to find. "'" 

, 
SV6550C 

"_2002 

(WbjediYe) 

"-, 
early break-

sounding. In general, this tube is morc of a hi-fi item. lr 
has an incredible frequency cxtcnsion, but mids arc roo 
harsh for the average guirarist. However, if you are into 
power rock rhythm chords, this tube may be your ticket 
for 198 0s Marshalls. Break-up was quick, bm not the most 
musical of the bunch. Our matched quad was not broken 
in and over the next 100 or so hours of operation, they 
will mellow out. As an NOS replacement in Ampeg, Sunn 
and some Marshal! amps, it is an excellent choice. T hat's 
mainly due to its ability ro handle high volrages-above and 
bcyond the Chinese and Russian types. 

Overall rone rating for clean modc is 2.6 and for disrort
ed mode is 1 .8 9. 

Philips 6550 
Like the GE 6550A, rhe Philips 6550 was introduced in 

1 971 , when heavy metal rock ruled. Loud was bcttcr and 
anything less than 1 00 wans was rhoughr of as wimpy 
practice amp. Phi lips had purchased the original Sylvania 

rod<; soul'KI. 
good definition 

"",,,,,, 

Distort \.9 

In the clean mode, 
the tube was warm and 
had nice harmonics. It 
had good break-up and 
crunch when pushed. 
Musicality was very 
nIce. 

Overall tone rating 
for clean mode is 3. 2 
and for distorted mode 
is 2.S. 

Svetlana SV6550C 
In the early 1990s, 

the Svetlana 6550 
became available to the 
Western world. It was a 
well-designed and reli
able tube and continues 
to be. The latest version 
has a ribbed plate Struc
ture. The St. Peu:rsburg 
Svctlana plant now uses 
their old "en logo in a 
winged circle. However, 
some vendors still have 

old s[Ocks of the snaight plate version with the "$" logo. 

In the clean mode, with the StraI. rones were colored 
warm with even harmonics. However. break-up, crunch 
and punch were not the greateSt. It sounded solid-statish. 
If you want loud and clean, this is your tube. In the dis
torted mode, the Svedana SV6550C excelled. This is a 
good hard rock tube with nice break-up and punch. Punch 
was solid, making this a perfect hard rock or heavy metal 
tube. This is a perfect replacemenr tube for Ampeg. 
Marshall and Sunn amps thar require rhis tube. It also 
�orks quite well in Leslies and other power amp applica
nons. 

Overall rone rJ.ring for clean mode is 2. 3 and for distOrt
ed mode is 2.3. 

Svedana (Reflector 2002) SVG550C 
Mike Matthews at New Sensor has been the mOSt devot

ed developer of audio and guitar tubes in the entire indus-
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try. Mike has been instrumental in bringing reliable and 
reasonably priced tubes co the marker. Since his rdation
ship with the Reflector tube factory in Russia began in the 
late 19805, Mike has brought a variety of 6550 and K1'88 
tubes in at very reasonable prices. The SV6550C from 
New Sensor is more of a hi-fi tube; at least chac is what we 
found in this rest. 

In the dean mode, tonal coloration was thin and break
up was way too early. Tt does have crunch, but punch was 
har.cl and harsh. This one might be best left ro hi-fi appli
canons. 

Overall tonc rating for dean mode is 2.6 and for dis
torted mode is 2.3. 

Tung Sol 6550 
The legendary Tung Sol 6550 has always been thought 

of as a musical tube for the hi-fi world. Hammond organ 
players prefer to use them in their vintage Leslie 122 and 
145 rotary speakers for the warmest and sweetest tones. 
There are several variations of this tube that are described 
and depicted in Eric Barbour's article on page 4. 
Occasionally, they may have been used in 1970s guitar 
amps as a replacement tube. As the NOS tube supply dries 
up, the Tung Sol 6550 will become scarcer to find in 
matched pairs, let alone quads. Stock up now, for your 
lifetime stash, because if you think prices are high now, 
JUSt wait a few years. 

In rhe clean mode, it had warm mids with singing 
break-up and complex crunch. Musicality was sweet and 
easy to listen to. In the distorted mode, mids were nice 
and fat, but highs were not as extended as other 6550 
rypes. In general, this is a warm and mid-rangy tube. 

Overall tone rating for clean mode 2.3 and for distorted 
mode is 2.3. 

KT88 Types 

Chinese KT88 
Shuguang and other Chinese tube factories arc now pro

ducing good quality, low priced KT88s. They arc primari
ly aimed at the tube hi-fi marker, but arc fun to experi
ment with in guitar amps. 

In the clean mode, tonal coloration was a little bright, 
but sweet, and dynamic range was extended. Plus, they 
had nice harmonics. In the distorted mode they really 
came to life with lively break-t], perfect for rock and 
meml applications. Crunch an punch were nice, but a lit
tle on the bright side. For dark-sounding amps, this tube 
will lighten the tone. This is a real "Marshally" sounding 
tube for the hard rock enthusiast. Prices arc very reason
able for the new Chinese KT88 and this tuhe is rated as a 
Best Buy by VTV. 

Overall tone rating for rhe clean mode is 2.5 and for the 
distOrted mode is 2.3. 

Ei KT90 
Originally a horizomaJ video amplifier for TV sets, Ei 

modified the KT90 in the ear� 19905 for use in VTL hi-fi 
amplifiers. This is a super beety tube that can handle lots 
of power and abuse. Generally, it can be used as a replace
ment tube in many guitar amps that call for a 6550 or 
KT88. However, use caution if trying it in Marshal! or Hi 
watt amplifiers, as their plate voltage can be tOO much for 
the KT90. KT90s arc still available at reasonable prices 
from most tube vendors. 

In the clean mode, tonal coloration was flat with good 
frequency response. Break-up was even and predictable. 
Crunch and punch were good with well-defined mids and 
highs. Musicality was very good. In the distorted mode, 
dynamic range was slightly recessed, but break-up was 
easy. 

Overall tone rating for the clean mode is 2.5 and for 
distorted mode is 2.9. 

Genalex KT88 
The first KT88s came from MO Valve and Genalex in 

1957. They were first used in hi-M amps, but eventually 
saw use in super power, 200 wan Marshall Major amps 
used by Jimi Hcndrix and Ritchie Blackmore, as well as 
many mher rock Stars of the late 1 960s and early 1970s. 
Production of the MO Valve KT88 ceased in the early 
1980s and now they afe priced in excess of $250 each and 
up to $ 1 500 for a matched quad. I n  general, these are toO 
pricey for the average electric guitarist. 

In the clean mode, the MO Valve KT88 is clear and 
warm with complex crunch. Musicality was nice. In the 
distorred mode, dynamic range was good with great sus
tain. Break-up was immediate; crunch and punch were 
slightly compressed, but musical sounding. This is a top
rated tube in most applications, but costly and hard to 
find. If you get lucky and find some, check them out if 
you can afford them. 

Overall tone rating for the clean mode is 3.25 and for 
distorted mode is 3.75. 

JJ KT88 
Aspen Pinman worked with Tesla in the mid-1990s to 

bring a quality KT88 to the Western world. These were 
beautiful tubes available in clear, blue or red glass. 
However, reliability was SpOtty and due to management 
changes, 'resla was sold to JJ a few years later. Since then, 
JJ has been producing high qualiry tubes for the music 
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and hi-fi market including their excelleor 6L6GC, E34L 
and ELMs types. Their new and redesigned KT88 is a 
very durable and stable tube that has seen great success in 
the hi-fi market. 

We tried it in the clean mode and noted it to be slightly 
colored, with rolled-off highs. Break-up was a linle weak. 
In the distorted mode, dynamic range was narrow, and it 
distorted very easily. Crunch and punch were edgy and 
powerful sounding. Ran Veil commented that this is a per
feCI IUbe for Soldano amplifiers, where they would per
form bencr. 

Overall tone rating for the clean mode is 3.2 and for the 
distorted mode is 2.95. 

Richardson KT88 
When Mclntosh reintroduced their legendary MC275 

stereo power amp in the mid-I 990s, Richardson 
Electronics produced a clone of the legendary Genalex 
KT88 specifically for that amp. They made a limited pro
duction run and stopped producing them afrer a couple of 
years. Since I had a marched quad of these laying around 
the shop, I figured what the hey, let's check em Out. 

In the clean mode, they sounded slightly thin with a 
slightly recessed dynamic range (scooped mids). Break-up 
was uneven and the crunch had little definition. In the 
distorted mode, tonal coloration was kind of harsh, but 
distortion characteristics were very good. Crunch was 
even, but mids scooped and punch was a little on the soft 
side. Musicality was very good, but these tubes will be 
almost impossible to find now. Richardson told me an 
Asian dealer cleaned out their entire stock of KT88s about 
4 years ago. 

Overall tonc rating in the clean mode is 2.6 and the dis
torted mode is 2.4. 

Svedana SVKT88 
Another tube developed at the bequest of McIntosh was 

the Svetlana SVKT88. Mclntosh was introducing their 
MC2000 - 150 WPC stereo power amp and needed a 
sturdy, reliable tube. Sverlana was PUt to rhe task, and 
after many protorypes, they developed rhe SVKT88. This 
tube is highly respected in (he hi-fi world for its abiliry to 
handle high plate voltages and stable bias. 

[n the clean mode, tonal coloration was sweet and clean 
with excellent frequency range. Note articulation was very 
evident and musicality was very smooth. [n the distorted 
mode, dynamic range was very even throughout the gui
tar's range. Break-up was very nice when driven hard. 
Crunch and punch were very modern sounding. Overall, 
the Svetlana SVKT88 is an excellent tube and highly rec
ommended by VfV. 

Overall tone rating in the clean mode is 4.2 and the dis
toned mode is 4 .1 .  

EH/Svetiana SVKT88 (Reflector) 
The new "SH logo Svedana SVKT88 is now available 

from New Sensor. Mike Matthews is now the new owner 
of the Svetlana US brand. These are similar in appearance 
to the original Sverlana, but sound completely different in 
the Univalve. 

In the clean mode, ronal coloration was dark and sweet, 
but recessed. Dynamic range was slighrly muffied, break
up was harsh and crunch was not very complex. In the 
distorted mode, they were a not as musical as some of the 
other KT88s in (he test. 

Overall tone rating for clean mode is 2.2 and for distort
ed mode is 2 . 1 .  

Wrap Up 
All of us agreed thac this was a tough rest for 6550s and 

KT88s. In general, most guitarists' ears arc tuned to the 
softer, more predictable break-up of 6L6, 6VG, and EL34 
tubes. The THD Univalve amp did a stellar job of han
dling any and all of rhe tubes we tested with absolute reli
ability. Univalve plate voltage in the higher power mode 
was right around 400 V, according to designer Andy 
Marshall. This is about 50-150 volts lower (han the typical 
6550/KT88 amp such as Marshall or Ampeg. In esscnce, 
rhe amp was not optimized for the higher power 6550 
types, but it was the best choice for this rest due to its ease 
of use and the ability to use JUSt onc tube without rebias
ing every time we changed cubes. 

JUSt for sake of comparison, we tried a few of the tubes 
in CUrt Emery's Super Baby amp and noted that they 
sounded different (han in the THO. Curt'S amp has a tube 
rectifier, point-ta-point wiring and a much simpler circuit. 
As always, your results may vary with your amp, guitar, 
tubes, speakers and ears. That's what's fun about these 
shoot-outs, you never know what to expect and you always 
learn something. 

Suprisingly, che Chinese 6550A was the best 6550 of 
the shootout (3.9 clean and 3.9 distorted), even exceeding 
the famed NOS Tung Sol! Tones were sweet, warm and 
chimey. Distortion was musical and predictable. Just 
remember that these cannOt always handle the high volt
age and currem found in many amps like Marshall, etc. 
Also, they do not last as long as NOS GE or Tung Sol 
6;;0,. 

The Best KT88 of the shoot out is the Svetlana (C 
Logo) SYKT88 (4.2 clean and 4 . 1  distortcd). Clean note 
articulation was excellent and break-up was musical and 
sweet. These are cxtremely well made tubes and have a 
long service life. They arc highly recommended for most 
guitar amp and pro-sound amps. 

Much to the surprise of many, the famed NOS types did 
not do that well in our tests. They will sound different in 
a different amp with higher plate voltages including 
Marshall, Sunn, etc. amps. So if you are lucky enough to 
have matched sets of Genalex KT88s or lung Sol 6550s, 
don't get rid of them JUSt yet. 
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VTV Pro Tube Shop 
PO Box 1 499 

Lakeport, CA 95453 USA 
www.vacuumtube.com707-263-5881 Phone 707-263-7648 FAX 

New Tubes 
Selected Low Noise 
6L6GC JJ Matched Pair $38 
6L6GC JJ Matched Quad $76 
6L6GC Svetlana M/Pair $39 
SL6GC Svetlana M/Quad $78 
6SN7WGTB JAN/Sylvania $35 
6V6GT EH Sovtek M/Pair $18 
12AT7JJ $12 ea 

Auricaps - The Best Sounding 
Signal Capacitor We K now Of 
Super-High Quality with color-coded 
tinned leads. Polypropylene and Foil 

Illinois Capacitor Axial 
Electrolytic Capacitors 

Great Value and Very Dependable 
3.3uf@ 350V $1 .20 

1 2AX7 Chinese $12 ea 
12AX7 Chinese 1991 $16 ea 
1 2AX7 Ei (flat plate) $ 1 1 .95 ea 
12AX7EH Sovtek $1 2.95 ea 
12AX7S JJ $ 1 5  ea 
EL84 JJ Matched Quad $49 

.Q1 uf@60QV $4.75 ea 

.02uf@600V $5.05 

.047uf@600v $5.75 

. 1 uf@600V $8.75 

.22uf@600V $1 0.25 

.47@600v $14.25 
1 .0uf@450v $8.95 

High Voltage Electrolytic 
FP Can Capacitors 

EL34 Svetlana Matched Pair $39 20,20,20,20uf@475V $36 ea 
EL34 Svetlana Matched Quad $78 40,20,20,20ul@525V $48 ea 
EL34 JJ Matched Pair $37 50,50ul @500V LCR $24 ea (PC ml) 
EL34 JJ Matched Quad $74 330ul@450V/ciamp $20 ea (PC ml) 

4.7uf@350V $1 .45 
10uf@160V $1 .25 
10uf@450V $1 .60 
22uf@50V $0.85 
22uf@450V $2.50 
47uf@5DV $1 .00 
47uf@350V $2.50 
47uf@450v $3.50 
100uf@1 00v $1 .65 
1QQuf@1 60V $2.50 
1QQuf@34QV $3.75 
100uf@450V $4.50 

6550C Svetlana M/Pair $65 Illinois Capacitor ICMWR 
6922 JJ $1 8 ea ($40 M/Pair) . . . 

Sprague Atom Axial 
Electrolytics 

6922 Sovtek $ 1 4  ea ($35 M/Pair) Ymtoge.Sounclm� Metofhzecl 
6550C SveUana M/Quad $130 Pofypropyfene SIgnaf Caps 

Made in USA Highest Quality 

20uf@ 500V $3.95 

7591 A EH Matched Pair $45 The Best-Sounding Capacitor 20uf@ 250V $1 .85 
50uf@ 50v $1.25 7591 A EH Matched Quad $90 and for Vintage Tube Hi-Fi 

KT66 Chinese Matched Pair $72 .001 ul@630V $0.90 ea 40uf@450V $4.75 
40uf@500v $6.75 KT88 Svetlana M/Pair $ 1 1 5  .0022uf@630V $0.90 

KT88 SvetlanaM/Quad $230 .0033uf@630V $0.90 

KT88 JJ Matched Quad $190 .0047uf@630V $0.90 

KT90 Ei Matched Pair $100 .0068uf@630V $0.90 

KT90 Ei Matched Quad $200 .01uf@630V $1.00 

NOS Tube Treasures 
G E  5U4GB 1 960s $35 
Mullard EL84 $175 Matched Pair 
1 2AT7 JAN/Philips $1 B ea 
RCA 1 2AX7 A 1 960s $75 
7025 RCA 1 960s (Fender amps) $70 
1 2AX7WA GE $35 ea 
1 2AX7 A RCA 1 960s $85 ea 
5814/1 2AU7 JAN $18 
7868 GE Matched Pair $180 
Telefunken 1 970s ECC81/1 2AT7 $79 
1 963 Westinghouse 6V6GTA $50 
1 972 Siemens 581 4A11 2AU7 $50 
GE 6072A Black Plate 1 963 $65 
1 9605 Sylvania 6SN7GTB $75 ea 
Telefunken E88CC Platinum $175 ea 

.01 5ul@630V $1.25 

.022uf@ 630V $ 1 . 1 0  

.033uf@ 630V $1.20 

.047uf@400V $1.20 

.047uf@630V $1.25 

.068uf@ 630V $1.35 

. 1 uf@400V $1.25 

.1uf@630V $1.40 

.22uf@400V $1.50 

.22uf@630V $2.00 

.47uf@ 630V $2.50 
1 .0uf @400v $3.50 
2.2uf@400V $3.75 
3.3uf@250V $4.00 
4.7uf@250V $4.50 

100uf@1 00v $2.00 
100uf@1 50V $2.95 
100uf@350V $5.00 

Tube Sockets 
9 pin NOS Micanol PC Mount $4.50 ea 
9 Pin Ceramic Chassis Mount $2.50 ea 
9 Pin Ceramic Chassis Mount $2.00 ea 
Octal NOS Micanol Chassis Mt $4.50 ea 
Octal Ceramic Chassis Mount $3.00 ea 
Octal Ceramic PC Mount $2.50 ea 

90 Day Warranty on All Tubes 
American ExpreS5, Master Card 
and VISA Credit Cards Accepted 

Shipping and handling extra 

Call or Log in to our website for 
24 hour automated ordering. 

707-263-5881 

WWW.Vacuumtube.com 
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Vacuum Tube Curve Tracer 

, . 
• •  
• • • • •  

Va<;UTrw:e i. )'Ollr iow-<:OSt .eoIlltion lo ..,.;urate 
vacuum lube meUU",lIlCIt. Quickly and ruily 
IICnerate cllaracte.utk CllrveS for 11>0*1 p09llhll 
audio and receivl"l tubes. ObtaJn static "'adings 
for V<llt-.ge. current. transconduClIlllC(: and output 
conductance al any bJaa ""111'41' $l295 

N"", avallable with .. flexible Ju mper Adapter Card ! 

www.hagtech.com 
H-.gennan T�lInolOfD' Li.C 
PO Box 26437 
Honolulu. HI 96825 VSA 
I'hooe; (8081-383·7704 
Fu: 808 -304·6076 

• 

• 

HAGERMAN . . . . . . . . . . 

--

Omega & Marathon 
Affordable Crossoverless Single 
Driver and Ribbon 2·way High 

Efficiency Loudspeakers 

Per[ecl[or all Tube Am{!/ifler.f 
Prices s.lan at $399lPair 

8 Standard finishes 
HandcrafLed in Norwalk. cr. U.S.A. 

10 Year Warranty 
Dealer program available 

203-847-2800 
www.omegaloudspeakers.oom 
www.maralhonspeakers.com 

IPure Seamless Music I 

Vintage NOS Audio 
and Guitar Tubes 
Premium Quality 

One of the largest selections of genuine, tested, 
premium grade NOS audio tubes for sale: 

5U4GB 5AR4 6CA7 6L6GC 

65L7GT 65N7GT 6V6GT 1 2AT7 

1 2AU7 1 2AX7A 45 50 

807 8 1 1 5687 5881 

6201 6550A 668 1 6922 

7308 7355 7581 7591 

7868 841 7  EF86 EL34 

EL84 396A 4 1 7A KT66 

KT77 KT88 KT90 MORE I 
www.vacuumtube.com 

(707) 263-588 1 

Men the deep 
purple f.I1, . . .  
And the 
,t.n bt9in 
to twinkle in 
the ,Icy . . .  

WE ARE NOT: A ,elHir loK�ily. We ,ep.lir t\,e 
equipment we RESTORE, but wc Ihould not 
� confused with ,Crv'.ct$ which limply ,ep.li, 
�Iunctioninj equipment. Ou, I<xu� i, the 
Res\of� .nd Custom Enh.nccment 01 Vmt,se; 
,nd Modern TUBE AMPUAER 1P9t.,.fItt ...cl 
per/orm,nce for use by our Client: not II\ffdy kpI 
in some colmion � rW ,nd dust until the 
nn/ RCltOl.tion Effort becomes ne<:eswy. 

WE ARE: Conlumm,te proltllion.ll, .nd 
txCeplion,11y (ompdcnt. A complete TUBE 
AUDIO EOUIPMENT RESTORATION 
SERVla h.ving SO ��ri nptMl"I(e with Tube 
Ampliktn oI.n types.. .un. .nd m.lnuIKturm. 
Wc un Restore you, equipment. tIO m.tIter wllat 
'!C 01 condition, to 1ikc new, but dilltrenl" 01 
"nc • .Iy new" 'PP'!tr,l"I(e, lounding 11 good .1 
new 01 better, with ,n cmph.1il on extended 
rdi,bility. 

TWILIGHT AUDIO 
do KARL M W1ESSMANN . 

ELECTIlONICS CONSULTANT (knw«) 
9 Rid� Ro.d . like W.lIki1 

S"uel!, New Jm� 07461-4307 
'IO� 973.875.2316 · f,x 973.S75.1172 

http://www.lwiliy.ttube.udio.com 

• 

www.TheTubeLamp.com 
You wlD .srnIle at my glowins trlbute to fIla'$ audio. 

1Wo hundrod menty five wallS 0( eye candy . 



VTV Dual Triode Characterizer 
The Best Tester Ever For Preamp Tubes! 

List Price $945 - Audiophile/Tech Price $699 

, I� 
I ,  OFF 12V 

HEATER 

VACUUM TUBE VALLEY 
DUAL TRIOD!!: CHARACTIlRIZI!R TRIODE SPEAKER 

IN TEST 
e 

2 

Dual Triode Preamp Vacuum Tube Characterizer 
Finally, on instrument-grade audio preomp tube tester for OEMs, tube dealers, audio techs and guitarists/audio enthusi
asts. This valuable tool allows you to accurately test and grade new and old/used duol triode audio tubes. Our instrument 
performs tests on audio tubes that ore not possible with Hickok and other radio/TV tube testers. It features 0 built-in four 
inch speaker and heodphone jack so you can actually listen 10 the tube being tested for noise and microphonics. In addj· 
tion, it lests for gain on both medium and high-mu types, Iriode balance and shorts. You can quickly check both triodes 
with the Rick of a switch. This money-soving device is just what the doctor ordered for premium grading of audio tubes. 

Controls/Features: Calibrated dual red illuminated meter (indicates gain and triode balance); toggle switches for 
power, 6/1 2  volt filaments, tube type selector, triode in test; rotary switch for high and medium mu, push-button for triode 
balance, volume control for audio output, high-quality NOS Micanol tube socket, BNC output for scope or distortion ana
lyzer, four-inch internal speaker and headphone jack. It is housed in 0 sturdy, die-cast 3/16 inch thick metal enclosure. 

Tests the following dual triode preamp tubes: 6CG7, 6fQ7, 6DJ8, 6922, E88CC, 7308, EI 88CC, 
65N7GT, VT�231, 65L7GT, 1 2AT7, ECC81 ,  1 2AU7, ECC82, 581 4, 1 2AX7, ECC83, 575 1 ,  1 25N7, 1 25L7, etc. 
·Optional octal socket adopter and 9-pin socket saver ore available for on additional $60. 
·90 to 250V AC Universal Adopter far European or Asian Valtages additional $60 extra 

Avo;loble excius;vely from: Vacuum Tube Valley, PO Box 1 499, 
Lakeport, CA 9S4S3 USA 

707-263-S881 phone - 707-263-7648 FAX www.vacuumtube.com 
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Introducing the world's 
smallest triode amplifier. 

ELECTRA-PRINT AUDIO 
That's r;ght-
It's a true single-ended trlode amplifier, 
and it fits In your coat pocket! 

Quality Handwound S.E. Output Transformers 

Use I1 almost anywhere-home, office, on the road. 
Incredible sound from a tiny S-pound package. 

• Primaries from 1.8K to 10K 
• Exclusive wideband design 

• line Stage with Headphone Out 
• Single Plate to pp Grids 

Use with headphones or with high-efficiency speakers
delivers 1 watt/ch. of pure TRIOOE stereo sound. 
o..lgned by vrvaenlor ..:1110< and Iongtl .... Gs. .. Audio 

Custom-Built Power Transformers /Chokes 

COtItributor Eric e.rbour. the lloI--( � oqulppN only wllh NOS lubH.. 
• Wound to your requirements 
• Heavy-duty design for Class A use 

WWW.METASONIX.COM 
PMB 109,881 1 1TH STREET, 
LAKEPORT CA 95453 USA · (707) 263-5343 

AVAILABLE FROM VACUUM TUBE VALLEY AND 
OTHER MUSIC· ELECTRONICS DEALERS. 

Vintage Hi·Fi 
Equipment for Sale 

Altec, Bell, Dynaco, Eico, 
Fisher, Harman-Kardon, 

Mclntosh, Marantz, Pilot, 
Scott, Stromberg-Carlson, etc. 

Power Amps, Preamps, 
Tuners, Receivers, Speakers, 

Crossovers, etc. 
Completely stock and original 
or fully restored, your choice. 

Our reputation for quality vin-
tage hi-fi is the one of the 

best in the world! 

Check our website for 
fhe latest in cool vintage 

audio gear. 
Charlie Kittleson 

PO Box 27 
Lakeport, CA 95453 U5A 

707·263·5881 
www.vacuumtube.com 

• DC Filament Supply Windings 

Component Pricing .nd Specification. 
Catalog AVililable 

ELECTRA-PRINT 
AU�/O 

4117 Ronn". Dtlvt 
Lu Vegu. NV 89108 

702-396-4909 FAX 702-396-4910 

SILVER SONldM 
Audio Cables 

Making the High End 
Affordable! 

ttWith tube amps and hybrids, the 
Silver Sonic competed with the best." 

Bound for Sound 

fJ 
i ere 
� � = 

Silver Sonic T·14 Speaker Cable 
Silver Sonic BL·l Series II lnlerconnect 

Silver Sonic 0·110 AESJEBU Digital 
Silver Sonic 0·75 Digital Cable 

Hook up wire & Connectors 

D.H. Labs, Inc. 
612 N. Orange Ave., Suite A·2 

Jupiter. FL 33458 
(561) 745·6406 (phone/1ax) 

www.sllversonlc.com 

• 

• HII chokes to 15H, 300m. 
• low voltage, high curn"t 

filament chokes 



EUROTUBES 
IMPORTERS OF HAND CRAFTED EUROPEAN VACUUM TUBES AND HIGH-END 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS BY JJ ELECTRONIC. "EXCELLENCE WITH EVERY DECIBEL" 

www.eurotubes.com 

Chaffee H i'kok 
And TUBE AMP service 
Alamo, CA. 

• Repair & calibration 
from 532 to Cardmatics 

• VINTAGE AMPUFIER 
Repair/mod/upgrade 

• Economical shop rates 
• Used H t,lwkt for sale. 

• See website for testers 
And tube amp repair. 
www.Tubcwizard.com 
[Kara Chaffee, engineer 
at deHaviliand] 

email: 6SN7@abac.com 
Phone : (925] 837-7201 

8FT-18 

• 

Eurotubes offers the full l ine of 
JJ Electronic vacuum tubes and 
h i g h - e n d  h ifi a m p l ifiers at 
wholesale prices, directly to the 
public. 

The JJ 322 class 'A', single
ended amps surpass all other 
3006 amps i n  both power and 
sound qual ity. 

The JJ 828 is an unvelievable 
power house of ultra l i near 
sound qual ity. 

We believe you wil l  find these 
to be the very finest vacuum 
tubes and amplifiers being made 
today! 

phone 503-659-7401 

TUBE AMP BOOKS 
by Kevin O'Connor 

Books boutique � buikJen rely on: 

THE ULTIMATE TONE - us $55 
Modifying and Custom 8uiIding 
Tube Guitar Amps 

THE ULTIMATE TONE - Volume 2 
Systems Approach to 
Stage Sound Nirvana US $40 

TONNES OF TONE - us $25 
Electronk: Projects for Guitar & Bau 

The hifi hobbyisl s n/umce: 
PRINCIPLES OF POWER - IS S35 
A Practical Guide to Tube Power 
Amplifier Design 
READY SET GO! - t.5 $20 
An EIectronlcs Reference for 
"'" E..,.".,. 

SHIPPING: US odd 5% su1ace or 10% air 
Irtl: odd 10% su1ace Of 40% 011 
MC, VlSA. CheQue or money ordef 

POWER PRESS PUBLISHING 
PO Box 1777, station B, 

London. Ontario, CANADA.. N6A 5H9 

Phone 519-068-3132 FAX 519.068-2056 



�urbt!,ors of "(!ClassIc" 
�ransformtrs & �nclosurts 

Single Ended,Push-Pull 
and Potted Tube Output 

Transformers 

Aluminum & Steel Chassis 
and Diecast Aluminum 

Enclosures 

Open & Enclosed 
Filament Transformers High Voltage Plate 

Transformers 

Filter Chokes 

Contact us for a free cata/og & list of stocking distributors 

256 Sonwil Dr. - Cheektowaga, NY 1 4225 USA 
Phone: (716) 651 -0086 Fax: (7 1 6) 651 -0726 

394 Edinburgh Rd., N. - Guelph, Ontario N 1  H 1 E5 Canada 
Phone: (519) 822-2960 Fax: (5 1 9) 822-071 5 

www_hammondmfg_com 
• 



" The finest tube-only lIIagazine on the planet" 
Ken Kessler - Hi Fi News and Record Review - June 2000 

VTV 
Subscription Rotes 

4 Issues I Year 
$SS/yearUS First Class 
$4S/year us Third Class 

S60!Canoda-$70/Europe 
$75/Asia & World 

Back Issue Orders odd $3.50 
eo for us orders, $9.00 ea 

Foreign cnd $4.00 eo Canoda 

vrv #1 Spring 1995 $15 
Vintage Oynaco Tube Equipment . 1955-77 
History and Testing of the 12AX7/ECCB3 dual lriodc 
Tub.: Tesdng MC'lhods + Why Tubes Sound Ikucr 
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Eico Mono Tube Gear· 1955-62 
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"a major artistic achievement" 

Ultra Wide Bandwidth 
Toroidal Output Transformers 
for Tube Amplifiers 
o Single Ended 
o Push - Pull 
o Triode 
o Pentode I Super Pentode 
o Cathode Feedback 
o Unity Coupled 

Dr. Harvey Gizmo Rosenberg, www.enjoythemusic.comftriode/tgawards 

••... absolutely amazed at 
frequency performance of 
Dr. Vincent McGinn, Chairman I i 
Department, Northern Illinois University 
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You might think so, but we've probably got what you're looking for! 

If you're looking for th�t unique miK of new 

and vintage components for I spedal proje�t,Anuque 

Ele�tronit Supply hIS the right equipment. Th,,�'s 

I good d ... nte that we carry everything you'� looking 

for, all in one plate. 

We spedal'ze in ,""cuum wbes, both new-old stock 

and current production, and each tube comes WIth a 

gwonntee! We also ha� I huge vanety of 

tnonsformers. c.apadton., speakers. stJpplies �ru, and 

books related to '""tUUm wbe tedloology. 

6221 5 Maple AveTeonpe Arizon .. 85283 pn: 480.820.54 1 1 r�: 480.820.4643 or 800.706.6789 o-on .. 'I: info@�ube" .. ndonore.coon 


